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Abstract 

Social Media Influencing has become a profession for many and the topic of how to be 

an attractive personality online has not been studied much on an academic level. This 

thesis aims to provide an understanding of the role of a social media influencer (SMI) and 

their journey to success. Based on the two-step flow theory, we define the role of an SMI 

and by conducting narrative semi-structured interviews, we sought similarities in the 

success stories of SMIs. Our findings show that becoming an SMI requires a long-term 

commitment and work on social media platforms in order to be able to build a strong 

online community, where followers are interested and motivated enough to actively 

communicate with and share the content of an SMI. This research can be used by other 

academics as a foundation for future research purposes and it provides understanding 

about the journeys and resemblances of professional SMIs. 
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1. Introduction 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
In the introduction, we describe shortly the background and the problem that this 

research will cover. The purpose and research questions of this study will be presented 

in this part. 

_______________________________________________________________ 

1.1 Research problem 

Social media influencing has become very popular and even professional. Social media 

influencing as a phenomenon has been researched quite a lot from the marketing 

perspective and academic evidence states that cooperation with social media influencers 

(SMI) is important and adds value for firms. Also, the perspective of how consumers 

perceive the cooperation between an SMI, and an organization has been studied in 

abundance. However, there no scientific research that defines what makes an SMI 

successful. It is interesting and important to understand if there are similarities between 

the success stories of the popular and professional SMIs.  

Formerly, becoming a celebrity has required a person to achieve something remarkable 

such as success in sports, being a politician or famous musician or privileged persons 

such as royal persons or very wealthy people as they attract attention easily (Khamis, 

Ang, & Welling, 2017). Now there has been a shift and ordinary people are able to build 

strong public identities, it is easier to become a celebrity by self-branding. Now, so-called 

ordinary people without any of the previously mentioned “elite” characteristics are able 

to establish strong online identities particularly through social media (Khamis et. al., 

2017). SMIs are independent third parties that endorse with compelling power of an 

enormous number of followers through blogs, tweets and through social media channels, 

such as Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram (Freberg, Graham, McCaughey & Freberg, 

2011; and Khamis et.al., 2017). Before conducting the reseach, we assume that the road 

to become a successful SMI can be a rocky road in which they will face challenges and 

downsides brought by publicity. In order to find out how to become a successful SMI, it 

is important to reach out to SMIs who have already ridden this rocky road.  
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1.2 Purpose and Research Questions 

The purpose of the study is to understand the role of SMIs and their journey to success. 

We use the two-step flow theory by Katz & Lazarsfeld (1955) to define the role of the 

SMI between their followers and organizations. The two-step flow theory originally 

focused on the process of decision-making in the presidential election and how mass 

messages influence on voting decisions. The study itself cannot be straightly connected 

to this study, however, the study presents the role of opinion leaders and we consider that 

SMIs are modern opinion leaders. 

Khamis et. al. (2017) defines what a brand could be strengthened by examining the 

audiences and the way that the audiences react to the actions made. On the other side, 

Freberg, et. al. (2011) look at the number of followers, the number of visitors or views or 

number of times that an activity is re-shared on social media. Based on these arguments, 

this research defines a successful influencer by the number of social media followers the 

SMI has but also the interviewed SMIs were doing influencing professionally as 

entrepreneurs (full time or part-time). The center of interest in this research is SMIs who 

have become successful through their actions in different social media platforms, rather 

than influencers that have become celebrities beforehand through their careers or other 

public actions (i.e. appearing in the television, etc.). Instead of focusing on a specific area 

of interest, such as fashion or travel blogging, the study aims to describe the reasons 

behind successful influencing in a broader context making the approach rather inductive 

than theory-driven.  

Every success story of an influencer is different and by conducting interviews with 

influencers, the study aims to identify similarities and differences among the 

interviewees, to discover potential patterns that have led to their success. On the other 

hand, the differences that are found potentially show factors that have no effect on 

succeeding online. The interviews are conducted in a narrative way where the questions 

are open-ended and broad rather than specific in order to get unbiased, informative, and 

genuine responses. The interview structure aims to find out how the interviewees got 

started with influencing, what are the triggering events or boosting events that made them 
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successful. On the other side, we will also seek for challenges and obstacles that each 

SMI has run into on their journey to success. 

The purpose of this study is to find an understanding of how some can become successful 

in social media. The research questions of the study are the following:  

1. How does someone become a SMI and what kind of challenges do they face on 

their journey to success? 

2. Are there resemblances in the success stories of the SMIs? 

1.3 Structure of the research 

The study aims to find understanding about the influencer phenomena and especially 

about the characteristics and decisions that could affect someone becoming successful 

online. First, we present already existing theory about the topic; more precisely define the 

role of social media and social media networking in the modern world. Secondly, since 

we believe that an SMI acts as an opinion leader, we define the role of social media in 

mass media distribution. Then we present the two-step flow theory that is connected with 

the topic of mass media distribution, and finally, we define the role of the influencer.  

The methodology section presents our methods based on our philosophical assumptions 

and considerations about ethics, quality, and trustworthiness. The empirical findings 

chapter presents shortly the empirical data we have gathered. Then the chapter proceeds 

to the analysis section where will make an analysis based on the findings we made from 

the data. The analysis chapter is divided into five subheadings, which we defined as the 

main themes based on the discoveries from the data. The themes are discussed, and we 

will have a deeper look in how each respondent considers about the theme and if there 

are similarities between the respondents that could explain, what decisions have led to the 

success level in which they are now. The discussion section will combine the analysis 

chapter and theory chapter, to find out if the characteristics and the role of an opinion 

leader could explain why the SMIs are in the role in which they are now. As it was stated 

before there is no existing academic literature that studies the journey to success of a SMI, 

this is the reason we will add theory in our theory chapter that support our findings. In 
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addition, the limitations of the study are marked and the proposals for the future studies 

are presented. Finally, we conclude the research by presenting the main findings. 
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2. Literature Review 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

In the literature review, we will first shortly present what literature exists already about 

the topic. 

_______________________________________________________________ 

This paper approaches the research problem systematically by searching for scientific 

evidence in the ‘Web of Science’ database to find relevant and peer-reviewed literature 

related to the research question. The literature review aims to discuss relevant definitions 

and theories relevant to the topic and functions as a foundation of the empirical part of 

the study. The literature review consists of 51 studies, of which 39 are academic, peer-

review journal articles and 12 are considered as ́ grey literature’ and are publications from 

other sources. Two journals turned out to have the most relevant studies considering our 

research and in total 8 articles were used in this study. The most relevant journals were 

Computers in Human behavior with an impact factor of 4.417 (5-year) and Information, 

Communication & Society with an impact factor of 4.689 (5-year) testify that the quality 

of the content of the literature review is rather high. In order to guarantee good quality 

for our research, we also took advantage of the reference lists of the most relevant articles, 

which brought us more relevant articles around the topic.  

While reading the articles, we underlined the relevant parts and created an Excel sheet in 

which we commented under different subtopics in order to get the better idea of the 

findings after reading all articles. After finding the most relevant themes, it was clarified 

considerably to find the uniform and dissenting perspectives from academic scholars. 

This made it easier to build a clear structure of starting from the current role of social 

networking and social media in mass message distribution to the fact what theories show 

about the roles within the distribution. Finally, we will discuss the role of influencers as 

opinion leaders and mass message distributors. 

2.1 The role of social networking and social media in mass message distribution 

Social Networking Sites (SNS) are online sites in which people are able to communicate 

and maintain social relationships by creating public or private online profiles (Holland & 
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Tiggemann 2016). Due to the Internet, SNS are becoming more and more popular among 

Internet users (Holland & Tiggemann 2016). Merchant (2012) suggests that social 

networks can be seen as a way of defining the everyday activities of social interaction, 

for instance, the interaction between family, friends, or communities and within the 

previous, the emphasis on presence, connection, and community are germane to 

understanding social media. Concept of social networking is about finding patterns the 

flow of communication by focusing on social groupings, friendships, relationships, intra- 

and inter-group behaviors across different geographical locations over time (Merchant, 

2012). 

Ge, Feng, Gu & Zhang (2017) defined social media as a web-based, open-access, 

communities where users create personal profiles; share information, ideas, and personal 

messages, and communicate with other users. Social media is a communication platform, 

which allows users to generate and modify content online, express thoughts, emotions 

and opinions, search for information and connect and communicate with other individuals 

(Tang & Liu, 2011; Regan, Raats, Shan, Wall, & McConnon, 2016; Ye & Ki, 2017; and 

Spence, 2016). Social media provides possibilities to create new and shape old 

communities, where digital communication allows users to seek and share information 

without any limitations in freedom of speech and communication is no longer limited by 

geographical locations (Omilion-Hodges & McClain, 2016; Regan et. al., 2016, and 

Spence, 2016). Social media technologies enable new opportunities for reaching specific 

audiences, informing, and motivating individuals (Lin, Spence, Sellnow, Lachlan, 2016; 

and Spence, 2016). Regan et. al. (2016) point out, that the most frequently employed 

social media channels are Facebook and Twitter, but also blogs, forums, Wikipedia, 

LinkedIn, and YouTube are also very common communication channels.  

Now that social media usage has grown, managing reputation on social media has become 

a more important communication tool for public relations (Ott & Theunissen, 2015). 

Today social media is not only something people consume via services provided by novel 

companies like Facebook, Twitter, and Google, but rather a channel in which users can 

participate and create the content of their own (Andrejevic, 2011; Cohen, 2008; Artz, 

Bennet, Chin & Jones, 2015; and Manzerolle & McGuigan, 2014). Earlier social media 
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was about consuming media content such as watching videos but today it is also about 

creating own media content such as videos, commenting, modifying and sharing others’ 

content. Social media has created new possibilities for ordinary people to express 

themselves and commodify their persona online and in the current media environment, 

the social media users are carefully considering and optimizing their presence and 

appearance on social media platforms (Fisher, 2015). Creating digital content on different 

social media platforms require labor time to produce quality content as well as multiple 

gadgets and resources which are usually easily available for people in higher social 

classes (Schradie, 2011). 

Affordability is an important factor of social media usage since it basically captures the 

ability to financially afford technical devices and digital services within countries and 

markets (Bolton, et. al., 2013). Basic access to resources enables individuals to practice 

skills and, on the other hand, segments of disadvantaged population elude (Robinson 

et.al., 2015). Since smartphones are generalized within the population, also social media 

is always available for its users and is a quick way to connect to other users anytime and 

anywhere (Tang & Liu, 2011). Usually, bloggers have smartphones and many different 

applications that require also skills, which bloggers are using to make high-quality posts 

on social media (Schradie, 2012). The possibility to pay for devices and services 

beforehand has increased the affordability of digital communication; however, the 

opportunity to use of social media may be affected by different income levels (Bolton, et. 

al., 2013). 

Correa (2010) states that individuals with better socioeconomic status, which is in the 

study measured by parental schooling, are more likely engaged in creative activities that 

individuals with a lower socioeconomic status. Young individuals who had been raised 

in homes with computers or computers in their own rooms were more likely to create 

content than older individuals (Correa, 2010). Roth et. al. (2016) agree that the “second” 

digital divide could be age-related, that older individuals are not skilled in using social 

media than the younger generations. 

SNS sites are often peer-generated which means that users are simultaneously sources of 

information as well as receivers of information and usually participates are actively 
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participating in SNS (Holland & Tiggemann 2016). It is observed that on social media, 

individuals are more likely to have stronger opinions and debates that they would have in 

digital reality envisioned by someone (Bakshy, Messing & Adamic, 2015). SMIs are 

social media users who have gained many followers and can affect the opinions of other 

members within a community in a digital environment (Uzunoglu & Kip, 2014). This 

group of social media users is not only consciously able to interpret received media 

information and the pass is further on to the community members but also unconsciously 

mediate and influence community members (Uzunoglu & Kip, 2014).  

Usage of social media has changed from the consumption of online content to producing 

own content. Schradie (2012) also argues that creating content online is not only the 

purpose of social media but the voice and visibility the users gets in a form of followers 

is what also matters. In other words, being active on social media is a possibility to be 

heard. Social class and blogging have a strong correlation in which people with higher 

education are more likely to blog when compared to people with lower educational level.  

Most of the Internet users are found to use social media regardless their age, gender, or 

race but the level of participation varies within the observed matter (Chou, et. al., 2009 

& Correa, 2009). Correa (2010) found in his study there is a digital participation divide 

for gender, race, and age and for instance, men are more likely to create content online 

such as videos, when women are often more likely to blog. In addition, the financial status 

of a social media user may affect social media usage (Bolton, et. al., 2013). However, van 

Deursen & van Dijk (2014) researched in what kind of purposes different people use the 

Internet to and discovered that people with higher education use the Internet less on social 

media and entertainment purposes than less educated people do. Also, women were found 

to use the Internet more often for online communication tools while men were using it to 

search for information or gaming (Deursen & van Dijk, 2014). 

2.2 Two-step flow theory and the role of opinion leaders 

Previously it has been assumed that influencing has happened vertically over the past 

through the opinions of the elite of the community and then mediated forward to the 

audience. Studies also have shown that early adopters of activity seem to be a smaller 
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privileged group of people, but with time, also others gain access to certain activity 

through market saturation. This is defined as a lag effect that individuals from elite groups 

will adopt new digital technologies earlier and the others will eventually follow (Kontos, 

Emmos, Puleo & Viswanath, 2010).  

However, horizontal opinion leadership showed its existence in the election of 1940, 

where social classes generated their own opinion leaders (Katz, Lazarsfeld & Roper, 

2017). An opinion leader is one term to describe people who interpret information and 

then further pass the information to its followers (Uzunoglu & Kip, 2014; and Katz, 

Lazarsfeld & Roper, 2017). Katz, Lazarsfeld, and Roper (2017) define an opinion leader 

as an individual who is most likely able to influence other individuals in their immediate 

environment. These people are usually active media users, who collect, interpret and 

diffuse the meaning of mass messages to other followers that are not as active in media 

(Postelnicu, 2016). Bloggers and other SMIs can be described as opinion leaders by being 

sources of publicity to firms (Uzunoglu & Kip, 2014). An opinion leader bounds with 

different sorts of conversations such as politics, fashion, marketing, movies, education, 

sports, etc. (Katz, Lazarsfeld & Roper, 2017).  

To find out what the role of the opinion leader is, the two-step flow theory shows us what 

the roles of different players are in the big picture. The two-step flow theory examines 

the dynamics of communication and influence between individuals (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 

1955). Postelnicu (2016) defines the two-step flow model of communication as a theory 

of communication in which the interpersonal interaction has stronger outcomes when 

shaping public opinions than when using only mass media outlets. The theory is in 

contrast with the one-step flow theories such as the hypodermic needle model and the 

magic bullet theory, where it is claimed that the influencing happens directly from mass 

media to the target audience. The two-step flow theory discovers that mass media might 

not always reach the public immediately, certain individuals that are defined as opinion 

leaders translate and decode the information they receive from the media and mediate the 

information to the audience (Uzunoglu & Kip, 2014). The theory is called a two-step flow 

theory because media information is sort of reaching the audience through two steps, (1) 
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from media to opinion leader, and (2) from the opinion leader to the opinion followers 

(Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955). 

Back in the days, it was found out that in the two-step flow the opinion leader role came 

to these individuals who expose themselves more to magazines and broadcasts that were 

related to their level of education and interests (Katz, Lazarsfeld, and Roper, 2017). Katz, 

Lazarsfeld, and Roper (2017) explain the role of an opinion leader as a ubiquitous 

everyday influential and when looking at the big picture of influencing, it is important to 

be able to locate segments of a population that can influence other segments in a specific 

domain. As an example, the authors bring up is that if a husband is able to influence their 

wives on how they vote in an election and if the party, which wants to influence, knows 

how to reach the husbands, this means that there could be having two with the price of 

one. Another study states that there is proof that the conversations between different 

individuals, such as spouses, relatives, friends, and distant acquaintances, affect how a 

mass message is interpreted (Schmitt-Beck, 2003).  

There has been some critique of the two-step flow model. Postelnicu (2016) claim that 

some studies find the model too oversimplified and they claim that there should be more 

steps in the theory. Especially that there is one vertical step between the conversation 

between opinion leaders before the message is distributed to the followers. In addition, 

there is a criticism of the fact that the two-step model has been constructed when the 

television and the Internet were not existing yet (Postelnicu, 2016). 

What is unique about opinion leaders is that they do not only get the others to pay attention 

to a specific issue, product, or behavior praised but also give a silent suggestion how the 

others should think about something or how they should act (Nisbet & Kotcher, 2009). In 

recent years different social media platforms have become one of the most common ways 

to share posts such as sharing personal opinions and discuss feelings, events, and 

everything else regarding daily life (Hsu, Lin & Chiang, 2013). Studies have shown the 

correlation between opinion leaders and consumers’ purchasing intentions and thereby 

the content of SMIs published on social media platforms have meaning and influence for 

people who seek to have confirmation before making the purchase decision (Hsu, Lin & 

Chiang, 2013). 
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2.3 Social media influencing 

An SMI is an individual who exploits different social media platforms in aim to express 

their opinions on specific brands or products, consequently influencing their followers. 

The concept of a SMI is basically, that they are ordinary persons who act as 

representatives of the general public by reviewing and discussing products honesty to 

their audience (Crook, 2018). Germin8 (2014) illustrated and explained the role of SMI 

quite similarly as Katz & Lazarsfeld, (1955) explained the role of an opinion leader. 

According to Germin8 (2014), SMIs distribute messages across their followers, creating 

a snowball effect from the perspective of the messenger. When a follower reposts 

interesting content, the audience multiplies. 

  

Figure 1 Germin8. (2018). 5 Reasons Why Social Media Influencers are important. Germin8 Social 

Intelligence 

Freberg, Graham, McGauhey & Freberg (2011) propose that an SMI is a novel type of 

third-party character that independently endorses and modifies audiences’ attitudes 

towards content presented in blogs, tweets, and other social media posts.  Effective 

branding happens often through transmedia narratives and they are theoretically sustained 

through consistency, distinctiveness, and value. The individual SMI brand can be 
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strengthened through looking at the audiences (followers) and their possible actions such 

as likes, shares, and comments (Khamis et. al., 2017). SMIs have the skill to lead their 

followers in a particular direction regarding the brand, idea, business or person because 

they have gained the trust of their followers over time by engaging them in conversations 

or discussions (Gemin8, 2014). For instance, the individual interaction between the SMI 

and the follower plays a big role, since people like to feel like they matter creating a trust 

(DeMers, 2017). In the aim to retain the follower numbers, content needs to be published 

consistently and with high quality (DeMers, 2017).  

Word of mouth and peer recommendations have become more important and reliable for 

consumers. The trust to hear a recommendation about a brand is more trustworthy 

(Germin8, 2014). From a marketing perspective, an SMI has a strong role in online 

marketing, since 74% of online shoppers trust their social networks to guide them to 

purchase decisions. In other words, 3 out of 4 customers on social media will have peer 

opinion from online platforms before investing in new products or services (Crook, 2018). 

Considered, that an SMI is an opinion leader, brands can collaborate with a SMI and 

distribute their newest products to influencers and making them as early adopters of the 

product. By trying new trends within the industry where the influencer is active, the 

message will reach the prospective customers (Gemin8, 2014).  

Freberg et. al. (2011) agree that an identification factor of SMIs is, for instance, the 

number of daily visitors on a blog, the number of times a post is shared or the number of 

followers one has (Freberg et. al., 2011). By making it possible for ordinary people to 

build strong identities that support and enliven public profiles, it is easier to become a 

celebrity by self-branding. In order for an organization to maximize its SMI capital, they 

must gain the knowledge about the SMI’s and their power over their followers in order 

to identify the SMI’s who can be useful for the organization (Freberg, et. al., 2011). 

Formerly, becoming a celebrity has required a person to achieve something remarkable 

such as success in sports, being a politician or famous musician or privileged persons 

such as royal persons or very wealthy people (Khamis, Ang, & Welling, 2017). The 

reasons why SMIs attract large audiences could be that they are inspirational, relatable, 

instructive or cautionary (Khamis et. al., 2017).  
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Freberg et. al. (2011) compares that Chief executive officers (CEOs) contribution to the 

bottom line of the organization is referred as CEO capital and by using the same logic; 

SMIs contribute by having SMI capital. The authors characterize that SMIs and CEOs are 

both perceived as smart, ambitious, productive, poised, power-oriented, candid and 

dependable. On the other side, they are not recognized as being victimized, likely to give 

up, self-defeating, lacking meaning in life, doubting adequacy, submissive, fearful, 

anxious and thin-skinned. Lahuerta-Otero & Cordero-Gutiérrez (2016) propose that 

SMI’s with a large number of followers have better influencing impact on their followers 

and thereby they also increase visibility and brand value. The tendency to get a positive 

response for positive social media posts is higher on SMI’s with a large number of 

followers and they tend to re-share the posts of the SMI’s more often. In addition, SMI’s 

who are loyal to their community, share their true feelings and opinions regarding the 

products or brand which makes their opinions more valuable and trustworthy within the 

followers and the community.  

According to Khamis et. al. (2017), social media creates unique platforms for individuals 

to proactively and individually search for information relating to their points of interest 

that hence room for self-branding and influencing. Authenticity was discovered as one of 

the main characteristics to become successful on the social media platform. The audience 

was interested to hear stories about people who are inspirational, accessible and sincerely 

open with their private lives. In addition, followers often require continuous attention 

from SMI’s and expect them to reply to the follower’s comments - influencing requires 

an interplay between the SMI and the follower.  

Zhang, Moe & Schweidel (2017) propose that when influencer creates a post that is 

strongly in line with the previous related content posted, the message of the post is 

stronger than in a case where an SMI publishes content that is not in line with the previous 

content. This type of posts gets to be re-shared more likely. In order to gain better 

attention among the followers, the message of the post needs to be carefully designed and 

formed to fit for the followers in order to get a better influential effect. It has been 

proposed that certain type of content tends to go viral more often than some other, which 

is thereby important for the managers of the company to acknowledge in order 
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implementing a successful social media campaign with SMI. However, launching 

successful social media marketing campaign requires also deep knowledge about the 

target group since not all appreciate the content viral social media posts include and for 

that reason SMI that has most viral posts may not be the best when considered on behalf 

of the company.  

SMI’s are considered an important asset to the organization because they can bring the 

organic and genuine human element to a brand (Zeman, 2018). As it has also been already 

mentioned, SMI’s are often valued based on, for instance, the number of followers. 

However, there exists a risk relating to doing so, since SMI’s, celebrities, or whoever can 

buy fake followers to its account. Thereby it looks like SMI have more followers but often 

the bought follower accounts are fake, and they are not existing at all. In the worst case 

this the marketing message the campaign in collaboration with a SMI aims to reach does 

not reach the planned target audience at all. In this sense, the organization working 

together with the SMI, should carefully go through the followers and examine if the 

followers of the SMI match the real target audience, the company aims to reach. 
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3. Research methodology 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide reasons what have led to the decisions 

considering the research design and method, but also what and how data is collected. 

_______________________________________________________________ 

3.1 Research philosophy 

Before discussing the research methodology, we will discuss the philosophical 

assumptions, especially our ontological and epistemological approaches related to this 

research. A good understanding about the philosophical assumptions will clarify the roles 

of researches as well as clarify the methods we decide to use and as well, as support in 

reasoning the research design (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Jackson, 2015). Since this 

study is rather social research and we believe that there can be several realities and there 

is no single truth and that the scientific laws and truths can be created by people rather 

than inanimate objects, the ontological approach in this study is rather relativistic. A 

reason for the relativistic ontology is that a successful SMI can be defined and 

experienced differently among different people. The ontology has guided us already at 

the very beginning of the study, especially in defining the research problem and research 

questions. The research questions aim to find convergence and in the best case to find 

understanding or generating a new theory based on the results.  

 Ontological beliefs dictate the epistemological beliefs and as stated that we perceive the 

nature of reality as having multiple realities this gives a clear direction on what kind of 

relationship, we, as researchers, should have towards the study. Since we believe that 

social reality is created and constructed by individuals rather than objectives and based 

on interaction in the social environment, the idea of social constructionism is a better 

epistemological approach of the philosophy of knowledge. A typical element of a 

constructive study is to find understanding and explanation of human behavior, which is 

exactly what, was presented already in the purpose section of the research. In order to 

find an understanding of the SMIs success story, we take rather a subjective than objective 

perspective in this study, where primacy is set to the interviewees’ experience. In other 
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words, the data will consist of the interviewees’ experiences and thereby they are not 

based on objective views. Easterby-Smith et.  al. (2015) reminds, that a researcher in the 

constructionist position needs to gather multiple perspectives through a mixture of 

qualitative and quantitative methods and also to find perspective and experiences of 

different individuals and observers. This is kept in mind when defining who is in our 

opinion a successful online personality and who is not. Since every SMI is different and 

they have different backgrounds. 

 We aim to take into consideration the strength and weaknesses of a constructionist study. 

The strengths of our epistemological approach are that we can take advantage of multiple 

data sources (primary and secondary) and gather this data naturally, enabling us to make 

generalizations of our data sample and greater efficiency. On the other side, we need to 

keep attention to the weaknesses, such as having access to data sources can be difficult, 

the fact that cultural differences can limit our outcomes and the fact that the interpretation 

of discrepant information can be a challenge (Easterby-Smith, et. al., 2015). 

3.2 Research design 

It is important to know how we will integrate the different components of the study, more 

precisely the theoretical and empirical part, in a coherent and logical way. Especially it 

needs to be justified, how we will collect the data in aim to explain how the data will 

answer the research questions. We used the two-step flow theory by Katz & Lazarsfeld 

(1955) as the theoretical background in our study. Especially the role of an opinion leader 

as a mass message interpreter and distributor to individuals is reflected in our study as 

SMIs that distribute information and messages from mass media and brands towards their 

followers. In section 2.3, we listed certain characteristics and ways how SMIs can be 

evaluated and what characteristics they could have. Since we do not aim to test the two-

step flow theory nor try to prove if the theory exists or not, a quantitative approach is not 

suitable for us. In addition, as stated in the previous section, this research is conducted 

from the epistemological perspective as a social constructive study and we aim to 

understand the sense that our respondents make of their world.  
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As mentioned in the previous section, we use the two-step flow theory as the base theory 

in this study. However, the theory will be applied only partly when defining the influencer 

as an opinion leader in the modern digital environment, we aim to seek understanding 

from the results drawn from the data which makes this study rather inductive than 

deductive. However, it cannot be claimed that this is purely inductive research since this 

research is built on the definition of an opinion leader. This study rather scans what 

current research shows and what opportunities studying SMIs could bring in the end from 

this perspective, where we study SMIs themselves and not their effects on followers or 

organizations.  

Patton (2015) lists seven contributions of qualitative research and the most relevant 

contributions considering our research from the seven are 1. Studying people’s stories, 

perspectives, and experiences, 2. Making comparisons to discover patterns and themes 

across cases and 3. How do systems work? We consider that the one way to find out if 

there are patterns within people that have succeeded online is to hear their detailed stories 

of how they have succeeded online and, in this sense; a narrative analysis will be the only 

option to find any combining factors among our respondents. The reason why narrative 

research is relevant in this study is that we will get very specific insights of individuals 

that have broken through online and we are able to analyze the experiences of several 

SMI and to have an exclusive look into any resemblance in the stories and experiences.  

Since SMIs can be reached through different channels and it is possible to conduct 

interviews, we decide to collect the information through narrative interviews. We aim to 

hear individual experiences and set the experiences in chronological order. We will code 

the themes and find out if there are any connection and pattern in the stories and especially 

times when the SMI has been able to make the great breakthrough. The stories that we 

will analyze will not be treated as facts, but as information of the way that the respondents 

see themselves and their worlds and how they share it to others. 

3.3 Research method 

When deciding the data collection method few questions, such as why the research is 

performed and what problem is expected to answer to and what are the tools that help us 
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to reach the expected outcome or answer the research question, are good to keep in mind 

(Charmaz, 2006). By innovative and well-thought data collection method research gain, 

more in-depth point of view and can bring up unexpected and more valuable results. In 

order to get access to the substantive information relating to our study and understand the 

phenomena thoroughly, and which is not accessible in other sources, we will collect the 

information by conducting interviews (Nordqvist, Hall & Melin, 2009). More 

specifically, we will gather the data for our study by con narrative analysis through 

interviews, in which we will find out the background and the events that triggered the 

success of the respondent. According to Taylor (2013) narrative analysis is a qualitative 

research methodology that enables to study the targeted phenomena comprehensively. 

Since the narrative study is a qualitative research approach that is a valid epistemological 

choice when human experiences, narrative inquiry and researching human condition, we 

assume that it will provide us quality data and thereby diversified answer to our research 

question.  

 In a qualitative research technique, the interview is often conducted in a semi-structural 

format which what we apply also in this research (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). By 

conducting the semi-structured interview, we are able to confirm that the narrative stories 

the interviewees tell us will give us the information we need in order to find an answer to 

the research problem. Since we are conducting the interviews by using narrative analysis, 

the semi-structured interview method provides us a possibility to ask follow-up questions 

and guide the interviewee to the right direction is she/he starts to lose track (According 

to Kallio, Pietilä, Johnson & Kangasniemi, 2016). Our research question is related to a 

topic that has not been studied in this perspective our study approaches it, our research 

questions mainly are not related to previous research which is usually typical when semi-

structured interviews are conducted. We will have one question relating to opinion 

leaders, which is based on the previous study and presented in the literature review.  

We have framed our research questions into six different categories that will help us and 

the interviewee to stay on track. In the interview, we wish the interviewees to tell their 

stories and the less we ask questions, the less we bias their story giving leads to what we 

might want to hear. However, there are certain themes that we hope the interviewee 
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covers in its story and for that reason; we came up with six themes that also work as a 

checklist for us during the interviews that all significant parts are covered.  

1. Background of the interviewee. In this section, the interviewee should tell us about 

how she/he started to use social media and how he/she ended up where he/she is 

today. In addition, we wish to hear about their, childhood, education, parents’ 

education, etc.  

2. Social media. In this part the aim is to find out about, for instance, the action 

interviewee has experienced on social media, indicate the key factors that have 

helped to succeed on social media and to find out when SMI started to gain bigger 

following.  

3. Topics on social media. What topics interviewee covers on his/her social media 

platform and has that changed over time? 

4. Relations with the followers. We expect the interviewee to tell us how he/she 

interacts with his/her followers.  

5. Influencer’s personality. How the interviewee describes his/her personality and 

how that has influenced success on social media platforms.  

6. Influencer as an opinion leader. Here we want the interviewee to discuss how 

he/she feel about being an influencer and if they think they have social 

responsibility or pressure on how they act on social media and how they might 

influence their follower. In addition, we would like to hear if the interviewee 

wishes to make a change her/his action on social media. 

3.4 Data collection and sampling 

A first step in preparing for data collection is to create sampling strategy that defines the 

criteria we need to think in order to be able to conduct a study that answers the research 

question as well as possible. According to Easterby-Smith, et. al. (2015), the sampling 

strategy helps to find a purposeful sample simultaneously reducing the likelihood that the 

choices we made for the sampling influences the outcome of the research. However, since 

the study concentrates on a small proportion of the population the focus is on individuals 

in a public role, we know it is difficult to reach our respondents. The sample size is going 
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to be rather small, but on the other hand, the chosen research method gives us a lot of data 

from each respondent. In this study the sampling is done by using systematic random 

sampling method which gives us the possibility to select the target population based on 

the previously determined characteristics such as success on SM measured by the number 

of followers the SMI has, success needs to be based on building career on SM rather than 

being a musician, actor or publicly known from beauty queen contests. However, we aim 

not to limit the sampling based on the theme SMI’s social media platform, gender, age, 

or based on the social media platform SMI actively uses. In order to be defined as SMI, 

the number of followers has to reach 10k. This is defined based on our observations on 

different social media platforms and it seems that once SMI has reached 10k followers 

on Instagram, they start to get more valuable and better collaboration offering from firms 

which leads to earning money and makes it possible to turn social media influencing from 

hobby to business. The reason why we chose to use the number of followers on Instagram 

as a guideline is that all of the SMI we reached out is active on Instagram, so it is an equal 

way to evaluate the candidates.  

In the study the aim is to conduct, ten semi-structured narrative interviews with SMI’s 

and in the end six interviews were conducted. We have reached out to the SMI with an 

email message in which we explained the purpose of the study and requested them to get 

back to us in case they were interested in participating in our study. In total 60 SMIs were 

reached out to and six, we were able to give an interview. In total, three declined our 

interview requests. Two more SMIs promised an interview but canceled in the last minute. 

As it can be assumed from the return rate (15%) on responses for our email, SMI’s are 

hard to get in touch. All of our candidates are young and ambitious social media 

professionals, so it might be hard to get their attention since we have nothing to offer 

back. Especially the vloggers on our list are very popular and doing good business with 

social media influencing so our message probably gets lost in their email. In addition, one 

of our interviewees told that she gets many requests to participate in different school and 

University projects. At the end of each interview, we asked if the interviewee could 

recommend any SMI who might be interested in participating in our study hoping to get 

a snowball effect and thereby gain more interviews.  
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The purpose of the study is not only focused on one specific area of interest or theme 

SMI’s are influencing about, such as fashion blogging or vlogging, but rather get a large 

sampling in different areas of interest as possible. What is common with all interviewee 

candidates is that all of them are active on at least two different social media platform. 

All of our interviewee candidates are active in Instagram, but the other social media 

platform was often either Youtube for vlogging or blog. The SMI’s we reached out to are 

actively influencing on blog or Instagram about fashion and lifestyle, fitness and sports, 

traveling and photography, as well as vlogging on Youtube. 

3.5 Data analysis 

When the stories of the respondents are collected, we will conduct a detailed examination 

of each story, we will take the main actors, activities, and places (such as social media 

channels) into account. Then we will find if there is any relation between the stories by 

identifying conflicts and patterns that seem similar. Narrative analysis is a methodology 

that is common when human relations are studied or when the outcome of the study 

something exceptional (Easterby-Smith, et. al., 2015). Storytelling as a method is often a 

positive experience for the interviewee often with a successful conclusion. Previously 

four different types of interview structures have been identified for narrative analysis.  

Narrative analysis often begins with choosing the stories or storytellers (interviewees) by 

sampling (Easterby-Smith, et. al., 2015). Narrative analysis can be conducted by 

interviewing but also using field diaries and correspondence are appropriate ways to 

conduct narrative analysis. In this study the data has mainly consisted of an interview but 

also one blog post regarding the theme of the study is included in the data. In chapter 4, 

each interview is presented as their own and represents one narrative. As mentioned 

before, every interview has followed a semi-structured interview method, which means 

that the interviews are not identical between each other, but rather every interview aims 

to get answers to each theme in our interview frame. Since we did not want to impact the 

interviewee and rather give them the possibility to tell their stories as they have 

experienced them, the interviews may differ a bit from each other not only by structure 

but also content. In this study, it is obvious that each SMI is unique and they have their 

own journeys, so what we want to find out is that if becoming an influencer is something 
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that happens over time or if it is all planned and well-executed strategy to become 

successful SMI. Also, we are interested in what kind of considerations SMIs do along 

their journey.  

Narratives are analyzed carefully, and all main actors, events, places, and timings of the 

stories are taken into account. While studying each narrative separately we seek to find 

things or happening that compound different stories. Once we have studied all narratives, 

we re-contextualize and re-examine the narratives once again in case we find some 

underlying event that we missed earlier. Finally, we reflect all narratives to our research 

question and analyze what we have found out. Also, it is important to compare the 

narratives and identify factors that may have affected the way the narratives were told to 

us. By using coding, we aim to find the key factors that have affected and boosted the 

success and career of the influencers’ careers as well as identify common factors on the 

background of the SMI’s. When narratives are studied, it is important to keep in mind 

why the narrative is relevant to answer the research question (Easterby-Smith, et. al., 

2015).  

We have earlier told about the limitations regarding the data collection and the difficulties 

we had to get the SMI’s to take part in our study. Narrative analysis method gives us quite 

a lot of information even though if we had only a few interviewees, which provides us a 

lot of data to analyze. However, in the perspective of the interviewee, narrative analysis 

is quite a time consuming and a different approach might have provided us more 

interviews.  

3.6 Ethical contributions 

Being aware of ethical contributions are important throughout the whole research process. 

Especially in our research, where we study human behavior and we will be in the role of 

trustfully handle information that our respondents will share with us in confidence. Bell 

and Bryman (2007) list ten key principles in research ethics. These include principles that 

firstly protect the research participants, such as ensuring that the research brings no harm 

to the participants and that the research is conducted in a way that respects the dignity of 

the participants. In addition, the data collection will be conducted by getting the informed 
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consent of each respondent and his or her privacy is protected by not publishing any 

information where the respondent could be identified, so that the participant stays 

anonymous. 

The authors also listed principles that protect the integrity of the research community, 

such as avoiding deception about the nature of the research and by taking care that there 

are no conflicts of interest during the research process. The whole research will be 

conducted in an honest and transparent way and without any interest of providing 

misleading or false information; this is elaborated more in the quality and trustworthiness 

section (Easterby-Smith, et. al., 2015). 

3.7 Quality and trustworthiness 

Easterby-Smith, et. al., (2015) state that researchers that aim to conduct their research in 

a reflexive and transparent way are often good research. This is the ideal concept that we 

aim to follow in this study. We want to keep the quality of the data, the analytical section 

and the whole documentation of the study transparent and high quality. In the aim to 

establish the high standard quality and trustworthiness of our research, we will ensure the 

quality of this study by following the four quality criteria of Guba and Lincoln (1989), 

credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. The credibility shows the 

confidence that there is truth in the findings. Transferability means the findings can be 

applied in other contexts; this study could be conducted for SMIs in another geographical 

location or by narrowing the areas of interests of SMIs (i.e. fashion, bloggers, etc.). The 

dependability shows that the findings we make in this research are consistent and could 

be repeated. Of course, in these criteria, the culture of the respondents should be taken 

into account. The confirmability means the unbiased and non-conflicting role of us, 

researches. 

Also, Easterby-Smith et. al. (2015), list eight criteria of quality in qualitative research. 

These elaborate much the same criteria as Cuba (1989), but also some additional criteria 

to take into account. The criteria include 1. A worthy topic, 2. Rigour, 3. Sincerity, 4. 

Credibility, 5. Resonance, 6. Contribution, 7. Ethics, and 8. Meaningful coherence 

(Easterby-Smith et. al, 2015). To elaborate more on the criteria, first of all, academic 
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research does not exist that is similar to this one. The characteristics and the stories of 

successful SMIs have not been studied before and no peer-reviewed research exists in this 

area. This study aims to open doors to a wider discussion about the success factors of 

successful individuals online. Secondly, the data, having SMIs themselves sharing their 

stories in person, is the golden ticket to reach the obtain rigor aspect of the research 

criteria. The sincerity and credibility criteria are taken into account by considering the 

transparency by providing detailed explanations and reasoning why certain conclusions 

have been drawn. The resonance and contribution criteria will be taken into account by 

representing the results in a very clear way and connecting the results with the concepts 

that are presented in the theory section of this study. The ethical contributions will be 

taken into account throughout the whole research process, in the data collection, 

interviewing and in drawing conclusions. In whole, this study will also fulfill its aims by 

considering all the mentioned criteria. 
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4. Empirical Findings 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

In this chapter, the collected data is presented to the reader. Since the data is collected by using the narrative 

study method, each story is presented in the form of case summaries as the respondents shared it. The 

empirical findings of the study are analyzed, and the aim is to find deeper insights. The findings are coded 

and presented in subheadings that represent the main themes. Each subheading has its own table, where the 

findings for each theme from each narrative is presented in order to improve the understanding of the findings 

and the whole picture to the reader.  

_______________________________________________________________ 

4.1 Interviews 

First, we present short summaries of each condcuted interview in aim to introduce the 

interviewees to the reader better before we dig into the findings and analysis of the results.  

4.1.1 Interview 1 

The interviewee 1 (I1) begun blogging when being relatively young, around 15 years old. 

She defines herself more as a lifestyle influence. The interest in blogging arose because 

I1 followed popular blogs actively and she noticed that bloggers write the content in a 

very veiled style. When the decision about starting blogging was made, I1 planned to 

shake the whole blogging scene by being a very straightforward and honest way of writing 

about the topics that she wanted to handle in her blog. I1 characterizes herself as authentic, 

honest, positive, cheerful and supportive (especially towards her female followers). When 

I1 moved from blogging to Instagram, around 10k followers started following her on 

Instagram and I1 recognized that most of them were already following her blog. When 

moving to Instagram, commercial collaboration requests started coming as well and she 

started to approach influencing more like a professional beside her studies in the 

university. I1 stopped writing her blog 2 years ago and acts nowadays as a SMI only on 

Instagram.  

I1 has experienced bullying in her social media channels and she was smart enough to act 

fast and create a strategy of being very self-ironic to reduce the bullying. I1, also, feels 
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that being in a public role is distressing and she has had phases where she has been less 

active on social media to get some privacy. She mentioned that this phase was also seen 

as slower growth in followers. I1 explained that the Instagram algorithm works in a way 

that if she is not active on Instagram, the visibility is not as good as in normal 

circumstances and not as many followers will find her profile. Now, based on the 

analytics of I1’s Instagram profile, I1 aims to publish content more regularly and target 

her content to a certain group, which is younger female followers. This means that I1 

needs to consider her content and slightly change the future content compared to the 

earlier posts. As an example, to reach the right target group, I1 mentioned competitions 

and draws are effective to reach younger female followers. I1 enjoys acting as a role 

model and she wants to discuss social topics on social media. She aims to show a good 

example for her younger followers, especially because the actions and sayings of an SMI 

will influence the followers. This is the reason why I1 does not want to make 

collaborations that seem fake or unethical. 

4.1.2 Interview 2 

Interviewee 2 (I2) started blogging because she was identifying herself within the texts 

of other bloggers who she was following herself. The overall goal of I2 was to share her 

own feelings and doings with other people and she also mentioned that she was interested 

in writing. In total, I2 has had three blogs and the most recent one has been active for 

more than 7 years. The earlier ones were not as serious as the latest one. I2 writes content 

on the basis what she wants to write and not based on the things that followers want to 

read. She believes that winning a beauty contest had a huge effect on the increase of the 

followers. I2 considers that blogging is not as popular as it used to be, and that Instagram 

has become more relevant for her. 

I2 does not decide on commercial collaborations based on the brand, but rather on the 

product and she wants to support the followers to make smart decisions. Over time, the 

comments and messages from followers are more mature and for instance, bullying is not 

as common as it used to be. As a person, I2 sees herself is a “lone wolf” with strong 

opinions and values about the topics she wants to discuss in her channels. I2 likes to 

perform and be out as a person in social media. She likes to bring up important topics 
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such as bullying and gender equality. Usually, posts where these topics are discussed, are 

supported by interesting articles or own experiences and observations. I2 also feels to be 

responsible for the content (especially commercial collaborations) and the influencing 

towards her audiences. However, I2 reminds that also the followers should use their 

common sense in buying decisions and not to make decisions only based on someone 

else's decisions. 

4.1.3 Interview 3 

Four years ago, I3 got a possibility to take part on a road trip to Norway with three other 

SMI’s who were already professionally active on Instagram. For I3, the Instagram page 

is his brand and value proposition for the followers and thereby he carefully follows and 

analyzes what his followers want to see. I3 believes that his followers expect for him to 

deliver content that reaches at least as high-quality level as his previous posts. When 

talking about strategy, I3 refers to the importance of planning the feed of Instagram profile 

page. In order to keep his Instagram profile page as attractive and harmonic as possible, 

he uses a separate application to plan the order in which the pictures are shown.  

I3 talked not only about the importance of networking on Instagram but also in real life.  

I3 underlines that people who want to become successful on social media, really need to 

be active on it and connect with the followers. According to him, this improves the 

engagement and leads to the growth on social media platforms as well. I3 likes to talk to 

his followers on Instagram stories and he believes that this improves his engagement with 

them, and he often gets positive commenting about his Instagram stories. According to 

I3, his Instagram stories get often more comments than the pictures and he has one-to-

one conversations with the followers, but the conversations usually does not last very 

long and are not emotionally profound. To inappropriate comments he does not reply. 

During I3’s social media career he has had two viral pictures. When the first one 

happened, Instagram contacted him and wanted to highlight him as the photographer of 

the week and asked the permission to reshare one of his pictures. Another milestone in 

his career has been the moment when his picture got recognized by all the most famous 

outdoor accounts on Instagram by resharing his picture in their own channels. 
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4.1.4 Interview 4 

Interviewee 4 (I4) started her blog in 2011 which in the beginning was her main social 

media platform. I4 was inspired by her friend who started to blog about six months before 

she did. When I4 started her blog, she thought that the content should be interesting 

enough in order for the followers to be interested in reading it. She got accepted to 

National team of Finland in Cheerleading, so she ended up staying in Finland and 

focusing on her sports career and was writing a lot about the lifestyle of a professional 

athlete. She described herself perfectionist who wants to be successful in everything she 

does - school, human relationships, sports and be active on social life by taking part into 

events, etc. - and she thought that people were interested in hearing how she was able to 

balance everything in her life. I4 also told that she likes to be in the center of attention 

and bring herself forward in a group. I4 underlines that in order to become a successful 

lifestyle blogger, the blogger must bring up something in its life that is inspirational and 

worthy of following. 

Today I4 does not have her blog anymore and she hid it from the public six months ago 

because she felt that her studies and job took so much time that she did not have enough 

time for blogging anymore. I4 started her Instagram in 2012 aside to her blog. In the 

beginning, she gained followers on Instagram from her blog, later the number of followers 

has increased evenly. I4 recognizes two periods when the number of her followers has 

increased significantly, and both are related to the time in when she lived in Germany - a 

year after graduating from high school and her exchange year from University. However, 

I4 mentioned that the new algorithm of Instagram that makes it more difficult for the 

influencers to grow since it favors those who has most engaged followers. During the 

time when I4 was blogging actively, she got a lot of comments on her blog but most of 

them were negative and criticizing her. I4 felt that she has always been a target for hate 

talk which has led to the point where she has not been so interested in to communicate 

with the followers. I4 would like to use her social media channel to opinion influencing 

but the negative commenting she got in her blog left her insecure which is why she is 

afraid to take the risk that her followers' attacks on her again. 
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4.1.5 Interview 5 

I5 has always been interested in visual things such as photographing, taking videos and 

editing them, and she has been a model, so she enjoys being in front of the camera. She 

started her blog at the age of 15 and was active until the final exams of high school when 

she had a short pause. I5 main social media channel nowadays is Youtube and she uses 

Instagram aside. I5 updates her blog rarely. One reason why she chose to move from blog 

to Youtube is that she finds writing quite difficult and since her mother language is 

Swedish, it did not make it any easier. One of her biggest inspiration comes from Swedish 

Youtube influencer who makes visually beautiful and inspirational videos.  I5 found it 

easier to bring up her own personality on Youtube and she liked to talk to the camera 

about topics that she felt her followers were too lazy or not interested enough to read 

about. I5 also likes photographing which she also does a lot for Instagram but finds 

making videos more like her own thing which is why she wants to keep Youtube as her 

main social media channel.  

In the beginning, I5 thought Youtube more as a portfolio for her clients where they could 

see the quality of her work but also get to know her better and see her personality. 

According to I5, this is part of her strategy because when the clients watch her videos, 

they already have an impression about what she is like and creates a bond to her. 

According to I5, no one is interested in a person they do not feel a real connection to the 

influencer and in order to create the real connection the influencer must share more and 

talk about personal things that the follower can relate to. Since everyone has conflicts in 

their lives, the followers also want to see that the people they look up to are struggling 

with similar things which improves the engagement between the influencer and the 

follower. Being an authentic and genuine influencer is about balancing between being an 

inspiration to someone and being a normal human being with normal everyday problems.  

I5 thought that in the beginning, she got attention because she had a completely different 

style to do videos than anyone else in Finland. She described her style cinematically and 

she invests a lot in her camera equipment, and she edits all her work very carefully and 

does it with her own style. I5 told that especially her traveling videos get a lot of attention 

since they are beautifully filmed and edited. According to I5, she has managed to combine 
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the beautiful filming and editing style and combine it to actually interesting content and 

topics on her videos. 

I5 started her own business six months after she published her first Youtube video because 

she started to get collaboration offers. When social media started to become more 

professional for I5, she was forced to take a more professional approach and do posts that 

were meaningful for her business. Still, in order to stay authentic, I5 tries to keep a balance 

between business collaborations and her personal posts. In general, she tries have a 

business first mindset, but she is not afraid to do posts that may get really low reach if it 

is for her something really meaningful and what she wants to talk about. Sometimes I5 

has done provocative videos on purpose in order to get people to talk about her in order 

to get visibility.  

Six months ago, I5 had for the first time a situation that she had so many collaboration 

offers that she was able to choose which she wanted to accept. During summer 2018 the 

number of followers increased on Instagram and Youtube. her follower started to tag her 

into their Instagram stories and pictures if they had watched her video or liked her picture 

which is a free advertisement for her. Last summer I5 started to sell her own presets (photo 

editing filters), which generated revenue for her, and her followers tagged her into the 

posts where they had used her presets which led to greater visibility for I5. She is very 

interested in how social media as a business is developing internationally and she likes to 

take inspiration from international influencers.  In Finland, she always tries to be one step 

ahead of other influencers so that her followers would remember her for being to first one 

to do things. Her main goal is to turn social media into a real business, and she describes 

herself also very entrepreneurial and she wants to become better and bigger on the scene 

all the time. 

4.1.6 Interview 6 

Interviewee 6 (I6) joined social media when she started her blog at the age of 15 and few 

years later, she created an Instagram account to support the blog. I6’s blog focused on 

sports and health related topics, and later her journey to bikini fitness competitions and 

fashion. According to I6, her social media became popular because of her daily effort she 
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put into her blog and Instagram without any expectations. She recalls that she was one of 

the first ones in Finland who got to be called as blogger and, in the beginning, she got 

bullied about about it. I6 believes that there are nowadays a lot of possibilities to engage 

the reach of a social media platform. She mentioned Instagram’s algorithm is a challenge 

and how social media influencer need to find ways to fight against it.  

I6, also, mentions that her individual and authentic style and active participation to 

different events gets followers interested. She aims to talk about her thoughts genuinely 

and she wants to be inspirational to her followers. As a blogger, she tries to be everyday 

inspiration and she thinks that her active lifestyle is something that her followers like read 

and hear about. I6 reminds that in order to genuinely engage with the followers, the 

influencer must be someone to relate to and the followers wants to see that the influencer 

is struggling with the same everyday problems than any. Vulnerability, openness, and 

charisma are characteristics that she believes her followers appreciate in her. As an 

influencer, she tries to be the one who can show her ups and downs. 

4.2 Motivation 

The motivation was one of the themes that all of our interviewees talked about. Social 

media is popular nowadays, but we aimed to find out if there are common thoughts behind 

our interviewees thoughts why they started and what motivated them to make social 

media more professional and source of income. Since motivation is rather broad terms, 

based on our interviews, we separated it into four different sub-themes. 

4.2.1 Motivation to start in the beginning 

Most of the respondents were inspired by another SMI or social media phenomena in 

general in the beginning to start their own social media account. I1, I2, and I4 were all 

inspired by other bloggers and I5 Swedish vloggers. I3 had a bit different approach to 

social media since he felt that other SMI’s tricked him into the scene. Then again, I6 was 

an early bird and according to her, she was one of the first ones who was publicly noted 

as a blogger. I1, I2, I3, I4, and I5 all had a mutual urge to share their life and also used, 

blogging or vlogging to channel and process their own feelings and thoughts. I3 was a bit 

different and only shared the photographs of nature and was chatting about his 
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photographing trips on Instagram stories instead of using social media to share his 

personal thoughts and feelings.  

“One of my best friends started to blog and I was already intrigued but I wanted 

to see how it starts going on with her. Six months I followed her doings and 

thought that it looks cool and I want to try as well.”, I1 

“I was probably one of the first ones in Finland who was publicly called as a 

blogger. I used to clear my head out by writing and that was the original 

motivation to start my own blog came”, I6 

4.2.2 Role on social media 

A bit surprisingly only two out of our six respondents were talking about their role on 

social media. I1 had a clear ideology and wanted to use her social media channel to help 

younger followers and take the role of a big sister. She wanted to help them and actively 

participated in long and personal conversations over email with her followers. I1 even at 

some point hoped she could start her own business in which she could support and help 

young girls to manage their feelings and teenage problems. However, eventually, she 

abandoned the idea due to practical problems. Still, the important notion is that she had a 

clear vision of how she wanted to appear on social media and what kind of role she wanted 

to take. 

“I really wanted to do something good on my social media channel. I felt like a 

big sister to my followers and many young girls came to talk to me about their 

problems with school, family or boyfriend. I did my best to help them”, I1 

I3 also talked about his role on social media and he felt that he had embraced the role of 

a funny person. He felt that his purpose was to entertain his followers and show them 

pictures of beautiful natural objects rather than speak up the topics that matter to him. 

However, he thought that his values regarding nature come across to the followers 

through his social media content and thereby could influence his followers. 
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4.2.3 Inspiration from other influencers 

Our respondents were not only active on their own social media accounts, but they also 

followed other influencers actively. I3 told that he often arranged to get together events 

with other outdoor photographers or goes on road trips with them to photograph together. 

Based on what our respondents have told, SMI’s tend to have strong fellowship in their 

social media communities and by following other SMI’s on social media, they support 

each others’ cause because the reach, for instance, is measured in the number of followers. 

I3 encourages, those who are about to or have recently started on social media, to look 

inspiration from other SMI’s in order to find out what they have done and what possible 

interests the audience. Then the inspiration needs to be turned into their own idea and 

implement it carefully. Since the trends tend to come to Finland from abroad, I5 told that 

she actively searches inspiration from vloggers in the USA or Sweden in order to be the 

first one to do new things in Finland. 

“I like to follow other influencers in order to get inspiration for my own work. I 

have also told new upcoming outdoor photographers to follow successful 

influencers as a source inspiration and then I encourage them to turn it into their 

own thing.” I3 

4.2.4 Own vision why became successful 

Most of the respondents elaborated and analyzed their own ideas about why they became 

popular and what incidents had led to the situation. Still, for instance, I5 told that she does 

not really cannot tell why she is in the situation that she is, e.g. why she became popular. 

However, I5 felt that when she moved from blog to YouTube and started making her own 

videos, her personality came across to the audience better which increased the 

engagement. She also believed that her audience can relate to her emotionally via her 

videos. Also, I5 mentioned that since she has a wide range of different topics on her 

videos, it is more likely that people from her audience find at least some of her videos 

interesting. I6 had similar thoughts and actively tries to show on social media her 

authentic self and bring her own personality visible. She wants to be inspirational to her 

audience and she puts a lot of effort on her social media channels to keep them interesting 
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to her followers. I4 and I6 had both times in their social media channels when they were 

doing a lot of sports and shared their ideology regarding sports, diets, and equipment. It 

seems that the audience is interested in content that they can concretely implement in their 

own lives and have a source of inspiration. I6 mentioned that she aims to show her 

audience that even she has days when she has no motivation training at all, and she openly 

shares her feelings but still she goes and does her training and thereby inspires her 

followers to do the same.  

“I think that people like to follow me because I have an active lifestyle and I do 

things that are popular at the moment. For instance, I like to try out new 

restaurants and then share my own opinion or recommendations to my followers”, 

I4 

“My purpose is to act as a source of inspiration and motivation to my followers 

and I genuinely show them that even I lack motivation to go to the gym but still I 

do it. I think that people follow me because of my authentic style to do social 

media”, I6 

I3 is the only one of our respondents who has gained a massive number of new followers 

due to posts that went viral. One recognition from Instagram when he was awarded as a 

photographer of the week. Another time his photograph got recognized and reshared by 

Instagram’s most popular outdoor photograph accounts. He also considers that his 

personality is visible to the followers and he likes to meet the followers in person as well. 

Believes that he is successful because is very social by nature and does not have any 

prejudice towards other people. 

“I believe my followers see me as a funny story-teller who is strolling around the 

forest and take nice pictures. My Instagram stories get a lot of positive feedback 

and people like when I am bubbling random thing to them.”, I3 

Still what connects all of our respondents’ success is their passion to what they do and 

deep down they wanted to be authentic on social media. Still, for instance, I3 and I5 told 

that they do think about their content strategy and their followers when they are planning 

their content in order to keep them interested. As a conclusion, it can be noticed that 
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strategy on social media plays an important part on the road to success of SMI’s. This 

will be further analyzed later in this chapter. 

4.3 Personality 

Based on the conducted interviews the personality of the SMI seemed to be in a big role 

when success on social media was discussed. Most of our interviewees felt that their 

personality and appearance on social media had a great impact on their success and only 

one of the interviewees felt that the content on the social media platform was the most 

attractive matter. In the table below is presented the most common sides of personality 

that our interviewees described themselves. Authenticity and accessibility as well being 

social by nature were the most often mentioned characteristics.  

I1, I2, I5, and I6 all were talking about the importance of accessibility by meaning that 

the audience must be able to relate to the influencer in order to maintain the interest on 

their social media content. I6 believes that her followers are interested in following her 

because she is her own persona and tries not to be on social media some who she is not. 

She describes herself as open, authentic and her persona stands-up. 

“I think that I have managed to build my brand in a way that people like me. I 

think that people find me outspoken, accessible, and funny. [...] The other day I 

was walking to the train station and small kids were on the street, recognized me, 

and called my name. [...] Nowadays people often recognize me on the street but 

usually, only girls around my age come to talk to me”, I5 

I2 described herself that her purpose is rather to be an online friend to her followers than 

a perfect SMI. She underlines the importance of showing her authentic personality to the 

followers and she tries to create an image of being easily accessible. I1 mentioned that 

she likes to stand out on Instagram from other SMI by posting authentic smartphone 

photos instead of posting a clean and sleek photographing trend. I5 reminds that being 

authentic to someone is also about showing the followers that SMI is a normal person 

with normal everyday problems. She underlines that being an authentic and genuine 

influencer is about the balance between being inspirational and showing the edgy sides 

of your personality, feelings, and life in general.  
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“Everyone has conflicts in their lives and for me, it is important to show my followers 

that I am a normal person with the same struggles than my followers have. If me sharing 

my thought about these struggles help someone else, then so be it.”, I5 

Being happy and sharing positive feeling to the followers seemed to be also one of the 

main themes among the interviewees. I1 told that she should take actions on social media 

that please her followers in a way that her followers receive a positive and happy feeling 

about her. I3 shares the feeling that his purpose is to spread good feeling to his followers. 

However, as an outdoor photographer the photographs of nature play the main part in his 

social media channel and thereby his personal character is not as much visible to the 

follower than, for instance, lifestyle blogger like I1’s personality is.  

“My followers think they know who I am but truly they only know 10% of my 

personality. They think I am a funny person who goes into the forest and other 

cool places to take beautiful pictures. But that is not who I am as a person”, I3 

I1 was one of the interviewees who had a clear mission on helping and supporting her 

followers. She liked to have a long discussion on her blog’s commenting section and later 

on Instagram; she had direct message conversations with her followers.  

“I am a person whose aim is to cheer up and support my people close to me and 

followers. I have had all the good premises in my life such as supportive family 

and friends. I wanted to use it for something good and support those who have not 

been so lucky”, I1 

As a person, I2 sees herself is a “lone wolf” with strong opinions and values about the 

topics she wants to discuss in her channels. She considers that this is probably the reason 

why people are interested in following her. She elaborates that being a “lone wolf” has 

driven her forward as a person and sharing her personal experiences has replaced some 

social contacts that were missing earlier. I4 also described herself bold and outspoken 

with her opinions and she felt that it might have inflamed followers to challenge and bully 

her. She felt that her personality was too much for some of the followers.  

“I felt that everything I wrote on my blog was used against me. The followers 

started to look for mistakes and commented about them anonymously on the 
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commenting box of my blog. On Instagram this does not happen so often because 

people cannot comment anonymously”, I4 

Only three of our interviewees told that they like to be in the center of attention - I2, I4, 

and I6. I5 did not exactly say that she likes to be in the center of attention, but she told 

that she is comfortable in front of the camera and she likes it. For I5, it is natural to talk 

to the camera and share personal things about her and thereby draw attention to herself. 

In addition, I3, I4, and I6v described themselves as social. There can be also a difference 

in how people prefer to tell about themselves and commonly it could be said that social 

people like social events. It is difficult to draw a line between being social and being in 

the center of attention. However, it could be said that being social is something that is 

common with all of our interviewees. Having long conversations with followers who 

SMI’s do not know in advance, for instance, I1 is a social activity even though she did 

not describe herself socially.  

“I have always been the person who is the loudest and in the center of the attention 

in the group. I enjoy the attention I get”, I4 

I4 is the only one of our influencers who describes herself a perfectionist.  

“I have always been a perfectionist. I have always been and wanted to be 

successful in everything I do such as school and studying, human relationships, 

sports, and on top of these have an active social life.”, I4 

I1, I4, and I6 have all sporty lifestyles and especially on I4 and I6, sports have played a 

major part on their social media channels. Sharing true emotions and thoughts about 

motivation regarding sports and thereby being supportive and inspirational to the 

followers commonizes all these three interviewees.  

“Sometimes I am really tired, and I do not have any motivation to do my training. 

I show this to my followers and my message is that it is okay to feel this way. Still, 

I take myself to the gym and do my training. This is about being an inspirational 

and motivational example”, I6 
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4.4 Strategy 

SMIs who publish content more as a part-time profession rather than a full-day profession 

plan less strategically than the ones who are SMIs full-time. This can be seen also in the 

follower numbers. Individuals who act as SMIs full-time tend to have more followers, 

than the others in the sample group who were SMIs beside their full-time job. However, 

each respondent considered having a strategy is important. In addition, most of the 

respondents have done commercial collaborations, which affect the strategy of how they 

post and publish content. One similarity that rose the most among our respondents was 

that each SMI has recognized a gap in social media where they separate themselves from 

other SMIs in aim to succeed: I1 wants to be authentic as she found out that other SMIs 

were quite superficial; I2 wants to show her feelings and discuss topics from her 

perspective more than the already existing SMIs; I3 noticed that the content quality 

(images) was rather low on Instagram and he started to post high-quality images; I4 wants 

to be herself on social media and create content where the life of her as a perfectionist is 

showed and how she has coped with wanting to be the best in everything she does; I5, on 

the other hand, wants to balance being an inspiration and living the life of an ordinary 

person; and I6 published proactively on social media about her journey to fitness 

competitions which was interesting for her followers at the time, nowadays she has a 

lifestyle blog. 

4.4.1 Content strategy 

All of the respondents believed that they gained attention because they found a different 

way to act on social media and separate themselves from other SMIs. Others (I1, I3, I4, 

and I5) pay more attention to creating a content strategy than others (I2 and I6). I1, I3, I4, 

I5, and I6 put a lot of effort and time to analyze and follow what content is effective. I6 

pays attention to publish regularly and puts a lot of effort into her social media channels 

daily. I3 mentioned that she considers constantly which the best times to publish content 

are and which hashtags are the best ones to reach large audiences. I5 agreed and she 

elaborated that she plans and analyzes especially how the posts will reach certain target 

groups in the best ways and how to improve the reach. She considers things as which 

captions, colors, and headings work the best. I3 reminded that the content on Instagram 
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differs from ordinary photography (i.e. magazines, exhibition or advertisement 

photography) as the followers see the image usually on a small screen. He highlighted 

that an Instagram image should be clear and there should not be too much going on. I5 

agreed partly with I3, as she wants to pay attention to the images that they are harmonic 

but still colorful. 

“I consider all psychological things that I can come up with. These are things 

such as in which order the viewer interprets my picture, what and how the headers 

are the most effective, and in which parts the texts and my face should be located 

in the pictures”, I5 

I2 mentioned that some content is clearly more effective than others are. For instance, 

posts that handle personal topics get the most views. I1 agreed on this and she mentioned 

two very personal blog posts that have the most views and still gain new readers even 

though the blog has not been active for two years. I2 and I5 mentioned that travel photos 

attract many followers and get many likes. I4 noticed, on the other hand, that if publishing 

something that differs from the ordinary content, followers will pay more attention to 

these posts and due to the number of likes, new followers start to follow her too. I4 

mentioned that very revealing and sensual pictures lead to large numbers of new followers 

because this sort of content attracts people. On the other hand, I1 and I5 said that they do 

not want to publish revealing content. I1 elaborated that she does not want to publish too 

revealing content because she considers how these will affect her future. I2 and I3 

elaborated, that images where they have seen themselves in the photo are effective. 

“I use the Instagram story function frequently [...] this improves the engagement 

with my followers, and I get positive commenting about the Instagram stories. It 

is not typical for outdoor photographers to create stories on Instagram, so it 

certainly is something that differs me from other outdoor photographers.”, I3 

I5 added that she has tried to provoke her followers in aim to get the followers to talk 

about her posts on discussion forums in order to get more visibility and clicks. She 

reminded that provocative content with catchy captions and hashtags work, and this is 

how followers recommend certain videos to their friends. 
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“I have done provocative videos on purpose especially to get people to talk about 

me on discussion forums. This grows my online visibility”, I5 

4.4.2 Social media trends 

Many respondents (I1, I2) recognized the trend that SMIs have very sleek and 

professional looking content in their channels. I3 plans his feed beforehand with the help 

of a mobile application that helps him to keep the profile attractive and harmonic and 

shows him how the images fit in the feed. I3 considers this as very important as 11k 

followers visit his profile on average during a week. I5 pays value on quality and keeping 

the feed sleek and beautiful, she edits the content and she mentions of having found an 

own way to do this to keep her content authentic from other SMIs with perfect content. 

I5 seeks to find balance in having very sleek content and handling topics that bring her 

authentic self up. Even though I1 and I2 do not try to have their feeds as sleek as the trend 

is, both publish images that would please themselves in their own Instagram feed if they 

would see it another SMIs feed. Now, I1 has recognized that being authentic and acting 

like herself starts to be a trend again and she has noticed a sudden growth (+ 5k followers) 

in her follower numbers.  

“Being authentic and honest seems to have become a trend once again and many 

collaboration requests have been offered to me recently.“, I1 

“I recognize that there is the trend that content needs to be very accurate and well 

modified at the moment”, I2 

4.4.3 Consistency 

Most of the respondents wanted to keep the content very beautiful as well, but others 

wanted to keep the content consistent with their earlier content. As mentioned in the 

earlier paragraph, beautiful and sleek content is the trend now. I1 struggled with this trend 

and considered consistency more important than trends, as she mentioned that she felt 

being a bit out of the scene because too perfect content was not her thing and she wanted 

to keep the content a bit rough as it had been earlier “imperfect” too. What comes to being 

consistent, each respondent agreed on the fact that the content that is published needs to 
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be consistent throughout the whole feed. I1 considered that being very authentic and 

acting like her true self without being ashamed was the reason why followers wanted to 

follow her so she sees that being consistent means not changing her strategy after trends. 

She has kept this strategy throughout her entire social media career. I3, on the other hand, 

has always wanted to publish high-quality content as he considers that his Instagram 

profile is his brand portfolio and value proposition, he wants to deliver the same quality 

to his followers. I5 elaborated, that her Youtube channel acts as her professional portfolio 

to show potential customers the quality of her content, as well as, learn her personality. 

I4 differs from the sample group as mentioned that she has changed the topics that she 

represents on social media due to changes in personal life (ending a semi-professional 

sports career) and this has changed the follower population. 

“If I cannot reach an equal or higher quality level, the followers lose their interest 

in me”, I3 

“My content is always well produced and high-quality work[...] and companies 

appreciate this when looking for SMIs with whom they would like to collaborate 

with [...] I am sort of my own marketing consulting business.”, I5 

4.4.4 Listening followers in content strategy 

I2 does not want to create content based on what her followers want to read and see, 

instead, she wants to share experiences and her personal feelings as they are. On the other 

side, I3, I4, and I5 considered that thinking about what the follower wants to see is the 

most important factor that has to lead to their success.  

“For me, it is very important to consider how my followers receive and react to 

the content I post. [...] My feed is my brand and value proposition for the 

followers, and I aim to reach the same quality throughout my feed”, I3 

I4 elaborated that the content should be interesting enough for the followers to continue 

reading the content in the future as well. I5 believed that no one would be interested in 

following an SMI for a long time if the follower does not have deeper ties towards the 

SMI. In this sense, it is important to open up about topics that are more personal. I5 
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elaborated that followers want to relate and feel that they are connected by common 

experiences - in good and bad. I6 agreed with I5 and believed that by being authentic and 

honest followers are very engaged with her. To measure what is effective, I1, I3, I4, I5, 

and I6 look at the data analytics. I5 plans her content based on data analytics she plans 

when and what to publish and she was able to name the times when are the best times for 

her to publish on Youtube and on Instagram. In addition, in case the post does not get 

enough reach, she changes the hashtags or mentions the post on another channel of hers. 

“An influencer must be smart in order to find the best publishing times for the 

posts. This is the only way to reach high engagement within followers and my post 

gets large dissemination”, I6 

As already discussed, personal content is very effective, and this might turn against the 

SMI. First, followers were very interested in the personal life of I1, but when online haters 

started to discuss and gossip about I1’s personal topics on discussion forums, she decided 

to ban topics such as relationship issues. I1 mentioned that at the point when the content 

of her blog or discussions on the comment section were getting too personal, she changed 

the strategy and stated openly if the discussion was becoming too personal. I2 mentioned 

wants to restrict some of her content in aim to keep some things and topics private. 

4.4.5 Change of main channel 

Two years ago, I1 shut down her blog and is active on Instagram at this point. Now I1 

felt that Instagram is an easier channel as she does not have to discuss her personal life in 

such detail. I2 and I4 agreed on the fact that the popularity of blogs has been decreasing 

and this is the reason why they both want to be more active on Instagram. 

“Blogging is not as popular as it used to be, and Instagram has become more 

relevant for me. Followers consume content like fast food, they want content 

without spending much time in seeing it”, I2 

“I do not have my blog anymore - I hid it from the public six months ago [...]. 

Also, the popularity of blogs is fading, and I wanted to put her focus on Instagram, 

which is my main channel these days”, I4 
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In case, I2 publishes a blog post, the posts are shorter than they used to be. I5 agreed on 

the fact that followers are too lazy to read content; instead, she has a very active Youtube 

channel, where she has the chance to get the attention of followers more easily. Also, I2 

mentioned that Youtube has been a very relevant channel to her and that short videos gain 

a lot of views because she can insert a lot of information in a short time. I3 uses Instagram 

Story tool to post short videos of himself, which is very different from other outdoor 

photographers, and he mentions that this grows engagement with followers. He has also 

noticed that videos gain more comments than still images.  

4.4.6 Writing style 

I1 created a strategy to tackle online bullies who wrote anonymously about her by writing 

and creating content in a very self-ironic way. I5 is a Finnish SMI, whose native language 

is Swedish. Due to this she writes spelling mistakes in Finnish, considers this as her 

trademark, and sees this as a fun way to separate herself from other SMIs. She tried to 

change the language of her channels to English, but the response from the followers was 

not good, so she continued with Finnish. 

“To minimize negative followers by writing with a very self-ironic style”, I1 

“The very first Youtube video I did was in English because I thought I would like 

to reach a larger international audience. Soon I realized that my English was not 

fluent enough and that hindered me to become successful in Finland in aim to 

reach higher engagement”, I5 

4.5 Influencing as profession 

4.5.1 Collaboration strategy 

I1 mentioned that when she gained more than 10k followers, commercial collaboration 

requests started coming in. In the beginning, she noticed that it was an easy way to earn 

some money or receive free products besides studying and the financial earnings were 

rather small. When more and more collaboration requests came in, she started to plan her 

publishing strategy, as she had to publish content with the endorsed products within the 

contacts, which lead to the challenge of having less time being authentic.  
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“This lead to the point that I had to post content that endorsed products 

[collaboration agreements] and I did not have enough time to publish as many 

blog posts as I  would have wanted about the topics that were important for me 

personally.”, I1 

Both I1 and I2 found it very difficult to recognize good collaboration requests in the 

beginning. I1 mentioned that when blogging and social media became more commercial, 

things started to get a bit trickier because she did not have time to discuss all the topics 

she would have wanted to discuss due to the fact that she considered these topics 

important personally. The more collaboration requests were coming in, the less I1 had the 

feeling of drifting away from the primary motivation (being authentic).   

I1 has noticed that businesses have recognized the current growth of her Instagram 

channel, and good collaboration requests are coming in. She makes collaborations only 

with businesses, which she is able to support personally. I5 elaborated that brands decide 

with whom they want to do collaboration based on the image the SMI giver him/herself 

in public. For instance, I5 mentioned that she never curses or uses alcohol in any of her 

channels and brands often want to collaborate with individuals who show the best side of 

themselves because the brands can relate to these individuals more. I3 and I5 also 

mentioned being very proactive towards contacting the right people in aim to get 

interesting business opportunities. I5 contacts interesting organizations herself in aim to 

collaborate with them. These are usually brand’s in which she can relate herself and could 

imagine endorsing their products.  

“I’m very active with other SMIs and like to go on trips with them to photograph 

together. I think this is one of the reasons, I am so popular on social media.”, I3 

I4, on the other hand, accepts collaborations that fit with the brand she has built to herself 

and she considers if the collaboration is ethically correct. I1 and I2 accept collaboration 

requests by the rule if they would use the product themselves privately as well. In the 

same way as I1, I2 endorses products that she would truly recommend to her friends as 

well and wants to support her followers to make smart decisions. I1 declines requests that 

are unethical or the ones she would not recommend to her siblings either or collaboration 
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requests that would not fit with her current personal situation, as an example she gave 

collaborations with interior design companies, since collaborating with these would seem 

fake to her due to her current situation in a more temporary apartment. I5 mentioned that 

her current financial situation allows her to decline collaboration requests, she really does 

not need. I4 also mentioned that she declines collaboration requests in which she will not 

benefit monetary wise. 

“I accept collaborations that I would support myself also without the public role. 

I deny collaborations that are unethical and also the ones that I would not buy or 

consume personally either. [...] I do collaborations is that I advice her siblings to 

buy or consumer too”, I1 

“I decide on commercial collaborations by the rule if I would consume the product 

also myself without the collaboration. [...] I make a commercial collaboration for 

products, which I would recommend to real-life friends too. Basically, she wants 

to support the followers to make smart decisions”, I2 

The financial earnings of each collaboration are according to I1 tied to the number and 

engagement rate of the followers. The more engaged followers one has, the more wage 

can be asked. I1 considers how to grow the follower engagement, especially with younger 

female followers, as the collaboration requests want to reach this specific target audience. 

I1 has recognized that having product or gift draws is the best way to reach the younger 

female audience. I1 has created her own trade name through which she handles the billing 

between her and the collaboration businesses. 

4.5.2 Assets guaranteeing high quality 

I3 has always been interested in photography. Before becoming a successful SMI, he did 

photography as a hobby and had already very professional equipment. When his hobby 

became more a profession, he invested in the best tools available.  I1 and I5 come from 

wealthy families with better income than average. I1 considered that she feels being 

privileged and she wants to share all the good that has happened to her with her followers. 

On the other side, I5 elaborated that the fact that she comes from a wealthy family has 
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been supporting her path to success, as she has been able to afford professional 

equipment.  

“Since I have been very lucky by being a part of a good family and having 

wonderful friends around me, I want to contribute in doing good things to others 

as well”, I1 

“I have always been supported by my family. When I did modeling, my family 

supported me financially and I was able to travel to casting events abroad. Later 

I decided that I would like to become a professional SMI, I had great support from 

my family as they provided the best equipment for me”, I5 

4.5.3 Leveraging business 

I1 enjoyed being a role model very much and she thought about the option of starting a 

group in social media, where followers that felt lonely or would like to discuss personal 

topics or just seeking for new friends could connect. On the other hand, I3 has also found 

an opportunity to leverage his activities and operations besides social media, and he 

arranges photography workshops for people who are interested in photography. He, also, 

considers that arranging this sort of events helps him to connect and network with other 

professionals. I5 recognized business opportunities in social media and she started to sell 

her own presets (photo editing filters), which generated revenue for her, and her followers 

tagged her into the posts where they had used her presets which led to greater visibility 

and higher engagement for her. 

“I like to arrange workshops for people who want to become better photographers 

which is also an important way for me to connect and network with people who 

have similar interests.”, I3 

“I started to sell my own presets [photo editing filters], which generated revenue 

and my followers tagged me into the posts where they had used the presets. I 

gained greater visibility due to these tags”, I5 
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4.6 Challenges 

Each SMI in our sample group has faced some challenges in their profession on social 

media. The challenge that was mentioned by many respondents (I1, I4, I5, and I6) was 

the platform algorithms. Some respondents mentioned bullying and gossiping on 

discussion forums as one challenge (I1, I2, I4, and I5). One challenge that was mentioned 

straight forward by I5, which also I1 and I2 mentioned partly, was the lack of knowledge 

of being an entrepreneur and skills of running a business.  

4.6.1 Platform algorithms 

The ones who were the most active on Instagram mentioned the updated Instagram 

algorithm that does not work in favor with the SMI. On the other side, I5 who is more 

active on Youtube struggles with the algorithm challenges as well. I1 explained that the 

Instagram algorithm works in a way that if she is not active on Instagram, the visibility is 

not as good as in normal circumstances and not as many followers will find her profile. 

This can be seen in the slower growth of followers. I4 agreed on the fact that the new 

algorithm of Instagram makes it more difficult for SMIs to grow since it favors those who 

have the most engaged followers.  

Followers with high engagement with the new algorithm mean according to I4, the more 

the users have followers who like their posts during the first hours, the more visibility 

will the post get in the feed of other followers. I5, on the other hand, elaborated if she is 

as popular as she is because of the algorithms of Instagram and Youtube. She especially 

elaborated on the fact that she has a lot of younger followers who tend to comment very 

easily things as “first comment” or random emojis, which affects the engagement rate of 

the follower. On the other hand, this is a positive challenge, but this affects in the data 

analytics that they could look counterfeit. I4 mentions that she plays games against 

Instagram algorithms. As already mentioned, Instagram algorithm favors users with high 

engagement rates. In this sense, I4 agreed with I5 that looking only at engagement rates 

is not the most effective way to decide if an SMI is successful. She elaborated also, that 

younger Instagram users like more posts, which means that those who have younger 

followers usually have better engagement, and thereby their posts get more visibility. 
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Then again, older Instagram users are more critical about which posts they like and if the 

post does not get enough likes, the Instagram algorithm interprets the post lacks 

attractiveness. In the beginning, the post is visible on the feed only for a certain percent 

of the followers and if it gets enough engagement, it will be shown to a larger audience 

and so on. In order for the picture to be visible on the search page on Instagram, it must 

have high engagement and consider the content smartly to reach high visibility.  

“An influencer needs to play against Instagram algorithms as it favors users with 

highly engaged followers. Younger Instagram users like more posts, which means 

that those who have younger followers, usually have better engagement, and 

thereby their posts get more visibility. On the other hand, older Instagram users 

are more critical about which posts they like and if the post does not get enough 

likes, the Instagram algorithm interprets the post lacks attractiveness and does 

not show it further. Nowadays it is extremely difficult for users to get their pictures 

on the search page of Instagram since it requires a high number of loyal followers 

with high engagement. In other words, according to I4, the Instagram algorithm 

favors and supports those who already have a high number of active and loyal 

followers”, I4 

“We need to fight against Instagram’s algorithms. We [SMIs] must be smart in 

order to find the best publishing times for posting in order to get high engagement 

with our followers.”, I6 

4.6.2 Bullying 

It seems that there are different reasons why SMIs are bullied on social media platforms. 

This topic seemed to be a painful topic for the SMIs, as it is very personal. Other 

respondents elaborated more on the topic, whereas others did not want to analyze the 

bullies in detail. I3 commented that her followers are thankfully easier on her and she 

does not get as much negative and aggressive comments as she used to receive. On the 

other hand, 16 mentioned that she was bullied because she was one of the first who was 

called a blogger. A professional blogger is a rather new profession, so other people do not 

take this profession as seriously and they tend to laugh and gossip because of the fact that 
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someone takes blogging very seriously and is able to earn with blogging. I5 experienced 

bullying and negative commenting when she published content in English because her 

followers thought she was trying to be international. Actually, she just wanted to reach 

broader audiences.  

I1 discussed more in detail about the topics that bullies were interested in bullying. Her 

followers knew that she takes it very personally when her family and friends are evaluated 

and some of the bullies hit the golden vein by talking horrible things about the family of 

I1. I4 on the other hand, needed to close the comment section of her blog, as most of the 

comments were negative. She thinks that her personality is more angular, and she 

expresses her opinions quite boldly which might irritate the followers and she considers 

that Finnish people are too often jealous which has led to hate talk according to I4. She 

also felt that followers were able to comment anonymously, they were particularly 

looking for mistakes or anything they could mock her. As mentioned in the strategy 

section, I1 created a backup trick to minimize negative followers by writing with a very 

self-ironic style and saying all negative things in an ironic way before any negative 

follower could bring the things up, she elaborated that this decreased the amount of 

negative commenting. I4, on the other hand, thought that Instagram is a better platform 

for her because anonymous commenting is not as easy on Instagram as on a blog. 

However, bullying has affected already in the content what I4 would like to publish. I4 

would like to use her social media channel to opinion influencing but the negative 

commenting she got on her blogging left her uncertain that she is afraid to take the risk 

that followers attack her personally again. She tries not to take the negative commenting 

personally but finds it hard. 

“At the same time so-called haters began to comment horrible things in a very 

aggressive way about me, my family and my friends. I created a backup trick to 

minimize negative comments by writing with a very self-ironic style and saying all 

negative things in an ironic way before any follower could bring the things up 

themselves.”, I1 

“I am not able to talk about all topics, I would like to because of extremely 

negative comments I got on my blog. I am not willing to risk that my followers 
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attack me again. I know, I should not take the negative commenting personally. 

On the other hand, it is difficult because I am my brand so obviously when 

someone tries to violate my brand it is hard not to take it personally”, I4 

I4 and I5 mentioned that Jodel is a platform where public bullying is happening. Jodel is 

a social media platform in which people can talk anonymously and both, I4 and I5, recall 

that people have been talking about them on Jodel - in good and bad, but usually in a 

negative tone. I5 mentioned that Jodel on the other hand also boosted her social media 

career.  

“Jodel is a social media platform in which people can talk anonymously and too 

often it is used for gossiping and bullying. I remember seeing people talking about 

me - usually in negative tone”, I4 

“I published beautiful videos from Santorini that received a lot of views. This led 

to the point that people started to talk about me on Jodel which brought more 

people to my channels [...] the picture from Santorini ended having 20k more 

views than usual pics.”, I5 

4.6.3 Other challenges 

One topic that rose up was the lack of skills in being an entrepreneur. Since there is not 

any education on how to become an SMI, I5 found it difficult in the beginning to know 

how to own a business. Especially things, such as how much salary is appropriate and 

how to do the research behind the brand to make sure that it is reliable, and if the values 

of the collaboration brand are in line with your own values. She made many mistakes to 

learn and she struggled to make reasonable contracts in the beginning. This led to the 

point that I5 felt that companies tried to take advantage of her. I2 faced some challenges 

in the beginning as well to decide what collaborations were the smartest ones and she 

mentioned the fact that if she had known how that she would have been able to influence 

more in the contracts, she would have done that. I2 admitted that the first commercial 

collaborations she accepted were not thought from the ethical perspective and she 

discussed that she would decline some of the collaborations would that she decided to go 

for in the past. In addition, I1 mentioned the fact of accepting collaborations that she 
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would decline these days. She was a student at the time; this meant little side earnings 

besides the university sounded very good. I1 also mentioned that she had to post content 

about collaborations due to contacts and she did not have enough time to publish as many 

blog posts about topics that she would have wanted to talk. Also, since the aim since the 

beginning was to be very honest and authentic, the collaborations did not go in line with 

this mentality as much I1 would have wanted to. 

“The road has not been easy [...]. In the beginning, I had no idea how to run my 

own business. I struggled with questions such as how much I should ask salary for 

the collaborations, how to do the research behind the brand to make sure that it 

is reliable, and if the values of the collaboration brand match with my own values. 

I had to make many mistakes to learn and I did not know how to make reasonable 

contracts. I think some collaboration companies tried to take advantage out of 

me”, I5 

“I did not consider ethical aspects of the first commercial collaborations I made 

and to be honest, I would not accept these collaborations these days anymore. 

However, the situation was slightly different, and I had several sponsor 

agreements, I needed to follow. I was naive at the time. If I only would have known 

that I would have the chance to impact the agreements in the signing phase”, I2 

Another challenge that was mentioned by I1 was the public role. I1 was recognized in 

public places where she did not have her greatest moments, followers started to discuss 

these on discussion forums. I1 took the strategy to discuss these moments herself in the 

blog before followers could make it earlier on public discussion forums. Writing about 

personal weak moments felt very difficult since it, I1 felt backfired in the areas of life 

which she values high in personally. On the other hand, this could be seen as an advantage 

as well, I5 mentioned that she always finds it nice when followers recognize her and come 

to talk with her. 

“Once, I was crying in front of a club, and someone recognized me. It did not last 

long until someone started speculating the situation in a discussion forum. It feels 

difficult sometimes to discuss my weak moments in public”, I1 
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4.7 Followers 

Followers are an important audience to the SMIs since they are on the spotlight of SMIs’ 

opinion leading. Thereby it is important to dig into how SMIs communicate and enhance 

the communication and the impact of influencing to their followers. All of the influencers 

in this sample group were communicating with their followers and as previously notice, 

followers were in the centralized position when SMIs were refining their social media 

strategies.  

4.7.1 Relationship with the followers 

Our interviews show that there is fluctuation in the level of communication and 

engagement the interviewees have with their followers. I1 preferred to have a long and 

deep level conversation with her followers in the comment section of the blog. She also 

had several ongoing Instagram DM conversations with her followers in the time of the 

interview. Similarly, I3 and I5 had ongoing DM conversation on Instagram with their 

followers. I5 also liked to talk about important matters and, for instance, if she had posted 

a video about a matter important to her, she was willing to talk about it further and was 

pleased to hear if her followers had similar experiences. I3 told that he actively 

communicates with his followers and aims to reply every comment left if the comment 

makes sense to reply. According to him, videos gain often more comments than pictures 

and he takes more as a personal communication with the followers, but the conversations 

do not usually last very long and are not very profound emotionally. I5, on the other hand, 

told that she gets so many comments that he simply does not have time to reply to all of 

them. She elaborated that sometimes she gets questions about her clothes and where she 

has bought them when she has already given the information on the picture heading and 

tagged the company. Therefore, these kinds of questions she does not reply to because 

the information is already available. I4 get many inappropriate contact requests from 

males, which she does, does not reply. However, when females contact her about 

studying, beauty products, diet, fashion or training she aims to answers to them. This is 

also important for the business perspective since her collaborations are often targeted to 

women she needs to female followers.   
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“I get more contact requests on my personal Instagram account and the reason is 

probably that I can be even more authentically my true self with perks of mine. 

This makes people understand that I am normal person and thereby they have 

courage to contact me”, I5 

I6 reminds that in order to genuinely engage with the followers, the influencer must be 

someone to relate to and the followers want to see that the influencer is struggling with 

the same everyday problems than any. Vulnerability, openness, and charisma are 

characteristics that she believes her followers appreciate in her. Personally, I6 likes to 

follow other influencers who she can personally relate to and tries to be a similar 

inspiration to her followers. 

4.7.2 Publicity 

Publicity is something that SMI’s eventually face when the number of followers raises 

high enough. SMI is a public role in which one of the main purposes is to attract followers. 

According to I5, she realizes that she is recognized on the streets more and more often. 

Her boyfriend is actively part of her social media and assists her in many things but he 

does not want to be in public so he does not appear on any photos or videos in a way he 

could have been recognized. This puts I5 sometimes into awkward situations. 

“Sometimes I get to be recognized, for instance, in a bar when I am spending time 

with my boyfriend. I feel like I need to explain that this is my boyfriend because 

otherwise, people may wonder why I spent time with a person when that know that 

I am in a relationship. It is also uncomfortable for my boyfriend since he does not 

want to be recognized”, I5 

I1 shared a similar situation when she was crying outside a bar. She felt that she needed 

to explain herself to the followers. She told that it made her feel really anguished if she is 

recognized publicly. I5 told that she does not usually mind if people come to talk to her 

when she is alone. She likes to talk and meet her followers.  
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4.7.3 Private life 

At the beginning of blogging, I1 felt that she was sharing her life in detail and she was 

talking about painful and personal things in her life. Still, she felt that nothing was enough 

to her followers. I1 was constantly asked more dirty details which she was not 

comfortable to share. Her point was to share and give a perspective of matters about her 

life and support those who were struggling with similar matters rather than give her life 

for the followers to gossip about. I5 had similar feelings about the content she shares but 

the other way around. She started carefully with more superficial topics and was careful 

not to publish nothing too provocative or personal. Only after gaining confidence in front 

of the camera, I5 started to talk about more about things that were important to her 

personally and share more about her life on her. I5 took advantage of her followers and 

asked often what they would like to hear about or if she should do a video about the 

proposed topic. 

“On one of my vacations, I ran into an incident where I was on the rooftop terrace 

and suddenly a young man aimed to commit suicide and jump. He got to be 

stopped but the incident shocked me very deeply and made me feel very anxious. 

I really wanted to talk about the incident to my followers but I got so many 

comments when I asked my followers if I should talk about this on my video that I 

should not because it is possible that even it is not my purpose but I might 

encourage someone to commit suicide. I got so scared that I decided not to do that 

video. The same applies to eating disorders etc. I would really like to talk about 

them, but I need to be careful so that I do not unintentionally give tips for someone 

who is suffering”, I5 

I6 is not afraid to show in her blog her emotional roller coaster, because it helps herself 

to deal with the matter she is writing about and if her text helps someone else to deal with 

similar things it makes I6 happy. As an influencer, she tries to be the one who can show 

her ups and downs. She tries to share motivation regarding sports, diets, and fashion and 

in order to do so, she thinks it is important for her to tell in her social media if she lacks 

the motivation to do sports and stay on her diet and thereby can be peer support to some 

else who struggling with other people. 
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4.7.4 Gaining the followers 

Most of our interviewees had similar visions when a number of followers were discussed. 

Only I3 differed from others by having viral posts which had massive impacts on his 

follower number. Usually, SMI did not recognize any specific spikes in the number of 

followers and the number had had a constant upward trend. I4 recognized some small 

fluctuation when the topic on her social media channel had changed which is quite natural 

since people follow the content of their interest. I1 recognizes that some of her followers 

are still the same that was following her blog already. She does not recall when the 

number of her followers started to rise. I1 was active on her blog and she had lots of 

readers there. When she created her Instagram account, she told about it on her blog and 

certainly, some started to follow her on Instagram because of that. I2 had a similar story 

but elaborates that in her case winning a beauty contest had a huge effect on the increase 

of the followers. However, since her social media was rather a hobby than a profession, 

she realizes that if the influencing was more professional, creating a strategy would be in 

a bigger role in order to gain followers. 

“I know that some of my followers have followed my social media career from the 

very beginning. It makes me feel very special to have such supportive and loyal 

followers”, I1 

I4 differs from I1 and I2 since she had been part of the very early social media phenomena 

in Finland. According to I4’s own observation it happened during ‘the second wave of 

the blogging trend’ when blogging, in general, became more popular. Before blogging I4 

had been very active on IRC-Galleria which was one of the earliest popular social media 

platforms in Finland. On IRC-Galleria users uploaded pictures which they were able to 

comment, and they were also able to connect with other users. I4 describes herself as an 

“IRC-Galleria famous” because she had lots of followers and connections. In general, I4 

felt that she was the topic among the same aged people who knew her by her nickname 

on IRC-Galleria and she later used the same nickname for her blog. Some of the I4 

followers are certainly those who knew her already in IRC-Galleria and were interested 

to keep following her content and her sports career boosted her appearance and she was 

quite well-known in cheerleading community and people who were interested in 
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cheerleading started to follow her as well. In the beginning, she gained followers on 

Instagram from her blog but then the number of followers has increased evenly over the 

years when she has put more effort into Instagram. I4 recognizes two periods when the 

number of her followers has increased significantly and both of them are related to the 

time in when she lived in Germany - a year after graduating from high school and her 

exchange year from University. According to I4, when the content on social media 

platform differs from normal, followers start to pay more attention to it which leads to the 

growth of the followers. 

“Since I was well known on IRC-Galleria it was natural that people were talking 

about my blog. I used the same name for my blog that I had used on IRC-Galleria 

in order for people to find it easier. In my opinion, the content on social media 

must be interesting enough for people to keep their interests to follow SMI. Since 

I have an active lifestyle, I thought that people might like to be inspired by it.”, I4 

During I3’s social media career he has had two viral pictures. When the first one 

happened, Instagram contacted him and wanted to highlight him as the photographer of 

the week and asked the permission to reshare one of his pictures. Another milestone in 

his career has been the moment when his picture got recognized by all the most famous 

outdoor accounts on Instagram by resharing his picture in their own channels. These kinds 

of recognition bring a tremendous amount of visibility and certainly increases the number 

of followers. According to I3, this is a great example of the power of influential people 

or media. 

“Before my first viral picture I was nobody but since I got to be recognitions by 

the most popular outdoor photographing Instagram accounts and the Instagram 

itself, people start to think I am something special. The influential effect these 

major accounts have on their followers is unbelievable. Suddenly people started 

to recognize him and appreciate his content more professionally”, I3 

I5 believes that she gained followers because of her unique style to do social media which 

differs from any other YouTuber in Finland. She describes her style cinematic and she 

invests a lot in her camera equipment, and she edits very carefully, and she has her own 
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style in it. I5 underlines that not all her videos are made with these specs but that is her 

style and what she is known for. I5 is the most professional of all our interviewees and as 

previously has been stated she had been strategically very careful on executing her social 

media strategy. She has created provocative videos, beautiful and cinematic videos and 

talked about things that raise conversations in order to draw attention to herself and gain 

a larger audience and more followers. I5 is the only YouTuber on our sampling and has 

more followers on YouTube than Instagram since YouTube is her main channel.  

To elaborate more what I4 said about how the change of topics has an impact on the 

followers also the language matters. The very first Youtube video I5 did was in English 

because she thought that she would like to reach a larger international audience but soon 

she realized that her English was not fluent enough and also she felt that if she wanted to 

become successful in Finland, she needed to do videos in Finnish in order to get the real 

connection and engagement with the audience. Also, some of her followers bullied her 

for trying to be international. She compared the Finnish audience to Swedish and 

according to I5, the Finnish audience wants to have a deeper connection when Swedish 

followers are into more superficial topics. But then again, since I2 lives abroad, she has 

many followers who do not speak Finnish and thereby for her, it has been successful to 

change the language to English. This leads to the assumption that the message is what 

matters. 

4.7.5 Negative feedback from the followers 

All of our interviewees had had inappropriate comments or contact requests from the 

followers. Ignorance seemed to be the most common way to deal with these kinds of 

comments. I4 and I3 told that they have had dating requests on Instagram. Bullying was 

another theme related to inappropriate commenting. I1, I2, and I4 told that they all have 

had been bullied online but they had different strategies to answer to the bullying. I1 felt 

that when she openly told about also the unpleasant incident in her life the followers could 

not gossip about it because she already had told about it. She felt that if the defense was 

to tell about an incident in a self-ironic way so that people could not mock her because 

she already mocked herself. I2 told that she did not have the tendency to delete negative 

comments because she also felt that it was feedback towards her. I4 felt that she had 
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always been a target for hate talk which had led to the point in which she has not been so 

interested in to communicate with the followers anymore.  

“People may generally think that only women get inappropriate dating requests 

on social media, but males experience similar harassment as well.”, I3 

4.7.6 Role of an opinion leader 

Role of an opinion leader impacts on SMI’s who do commercial collaborations with 

companies and their social media platforms are used for marketing purposes. I1, I1, I4, 

I5, and I6 all do pay commercial collaborations with different companies and 

organizations. All of them talked about the importance of an ethical brand and underlined 

that the brand they do commercial collaborations with have similar values as they have. 

I3 was the only one who did not talk about commercial collaborations, but he was asked 

about opinion leading he told to believe that his values regarding nature transmitters to 

the followers.  

Being authentic and honest seems to have become a trend once again and many 

collaboration requests have been offered to SMI’s recently. What comes to the 

collaboration requests, I1 accepts only collaborations that she would support herself also 

without the SMI role. I1 denies collaborations that are unethical and the ones that she 

would not buy or consume personally. I1 wants to act as a role model to her younger 

followers and for this reason; she declines collaboration requests such as online casino 

collaborations. I4 only does collaboration posts that fit her brand. She often accepts 

collaborations regarding sports such as sports clothing, try out for a new sport, sports 

events, supplements, etc. but also beauty and fashion products, tickets to music events or 

dinners and brunches at the restaurants. She does not usually accept collaboration in 

which she does not benefit financially. If she accepts collaborations in which she only 

gets the product, it must be something that she really uses or what she would have bought 

anyway. I5 told that in the beginning, she was struggling to know how to choose 

collaboration that was good for her and how to make contracts that are reasonable for her 

as well. For instance, she did not know how much she should be paid for the collaboration, 

how to do the research behind the brand to make sure that it is reliable, and if the values 
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of the collaboration brand are in line with her own values. I2 also feels to be responsible 

for the content (especially commercial collaborations) and the influencing towards her 

audiences. However, I2 reminds that also the followers should use their common sense 

in buying decisions and not to make decisions only based on someone else's decisions.  

“For me it is really important that the collaborations I accept fit to my brand. I 

am strict that I do not want to represent any unethical brand or product that might 

have negative impact on someones health or life”, I1 

According to I4, the ethical considerations, in general, are the hot topic now on this 

influencing scene. An influencer is struggling with the dilemma if it is ethically 

appropriate to accept PR gifts, or collaborations with fashion brands who send in clothes, 

for instance, when certainly the influencer already has tons of clothes. I4 thinks about the 

ethical perspective but she finds it difficult since it rather is her job to show the recent 

trends to the followers. I1 believes that earning out of online casino collaborations does 

not seem very ethical. The rule of thumb for her collaborations is that would I1 advice 

her siblings to buy or use the product/service that should be endorsed. In case no, she will 

decline these requests. According to I5, at the moment this is a difficult combination 

because travel influencers get a lot of critic because of the carbon footprint traveling 

causes. In other words, people want to see content from beautiful exotic places, but they 

are not ready to accept the environmental downside.  

I3 does not recall that he would directly use social media for influencing purposes in a 

way in which he tried to influence the opinions of the followers. However, whenever he 

meets new photographers who are at the beginning of their careers, he always tries to find 

something positive to say about their pictures and guide them further. He recognizes that 

he has the power of a big authority and thereby his tries to use is wisely e.g. be supportive 

and inspirational. I3 realizes that he might have the power to influence the followers, 

especially on environmental values, but he is afraid to use that power since he does not 

know how his followers might react to that kind of influence. According to I3, his brand 

at the moment is to be a funny storyteller who walks in the forest and takes nice pictures 

rather than being an opinion leader. I3 also believes that his values regarding nature and 

environment come across to his followers. I5 also considers herself as an opinion leader 
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and she told that she realized that when collaboration companies told her that the product, 

she advertised got 20k€ more profit because of her input. She would like to use her voice 

more on influencing about the important matter but is afraid that it might have a negative 

impact or that she goes too far which might lead to a social media crisis. I4 would like to 

use her social media channel to opinion influencing but the negative commenting she got 

in her blog left her insecure which is why she is afraid to take the risk that her followers' 

attacks on her again. 

“I do realize that I have the power to influence but I am afraid to use my influential 

power too loudly since I am afraid how that might affect on my personal brand.”, 

I3 
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5. Discussion 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

The similarities and connections that we found in the analysis chapter are now 

connected to the literature and theories we have discussed in the literature review 

chapter of this research. This chapter will bind he previous chapters together. 

_______________________________________________________________ 

5.1 Theoretical implications 

Ge, et.al. (2017) defined that social media is all about creating web-based communities 

where users create personal profiles; share information, ideas, and personal messages, 

and communicate with other users. SMIs build their own web-based community, where 

they share their information, ideas and personal messages with their followers. They lead 

their own communities, who are considering the content inspirational and the followers 

are motivated to engage with the content of the influencer. Each SMI that was interviewed 

for this study has different reasons why they are interested in sharing their lives with 

thousands of followers. They want to be authentic, express their own thoughts and 

opinions as well as dissolve their own emotions in their personal lives in aim to create 

connections and discussions with their followers.  

As Lin et. al (2016) and Spence (2016) mention in their studies, social media enables new 

opportunities, such as reaching specific audiences, informing and motivating individuals 

and that businesses have recognized the opportunities to communicate towards their 

potential customers through social media. However, as Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955) 

recognized, messages do not reach the right target audience directly, the message needs 

to be decoded for the audience by opinion leaders. Here we believe that SMIs are modern 

opinion leaders, who have been able to build a trust relationship with their followers, who 

consider that the opinions of the SMI are reliable. Schradie (2012) argued social media is 

a channel to the voice and visibility of the SMI and not only for creating content. Based 

on our study the interviewees agreed that their social media channels could be used for 

opinion influencing and to talk about important matters. Especially, two interviewees 
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were interested in taking advantage of their platforms and the audience of their own online 

community to talk about important things. 

This can be seen for instance in marketing messages where followers trust the SMI who 

they are following that they are distributing honest opinions about products which are 

endorsed by the SMI. Theoretically, this resembles very much the two-step flow theory 

study, where Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955) studied the presidential elections and how the 

audience receives mass messages and they found out that for instance female voters often 

made the decision on who they are going to vote in the elections based on the opinion of 

their husband, where there is trust between the wife and husband. In the same way, this 

theory works among the SMI and their followers, as the SMI has gained the trust of their 

followers by sharing their personal lives with their followers.  

The question is, of course, how to become a successful SMI and be able to take the role 

of a modern opinion leader who has to be able to gain the trust of a stranger. Lin et. al. 

(2016) and Spence (2016) found in their studies that social media technologies enable 

new opportunities for reaching specific audiences, informing, and motivating individuals. 

Firstly, we looked into the motivation and our study shows that originally the interviewees 

were inspired to begin by following another SMI on social media. Our interviewees 

wanted to find a very authentic and different way to express their own life experiences 

and feelings. The interviewees described themselves inspirational, they perceived their 

lifestyle interesting, and for that reason, they believed that people might be interested in 

following them. Khamis et. al. (2017) mentioned in their study that the reason why SMIs 

attract large audiences is that they are inspirational, relatable, instructive or cautionary.  

Our study shows that all of our interviewees actively communicate with their followers. 

When SMI is succeeding in communicating actively with its followers in public, and also 

in private, the SMI and the follower start to experience genuine engagement between each 

other. One interviewee told that it was important for her to engage deeply with her 

followers and she was willing to share her life thoroughly in order to achieve this 

engagement. This implicates that there is trust between these two players and Khamis 

et.al. (2017) agree that influencing requires an interplay between the SMI and the 

follower. Based on the sampling of our study, it results that the female interviewees were 
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more active on communication deeper level with their followers than the male 

interviewee was. Deursen & van Dijk (2014) argued that females used the Internet more 

for online communication when males used it more to search for information. However, 

if we had had more male interviewees the result would be more reliable. In addition, the 

male interviewee in our study was not creating content that provides as well as 

possibilities for discussion and deeper level connection. If we had had a male blogger, the 

perspective would have been more reliable.  

One of our interviewees had the urge to help and solve the problems of her followers 

when another interviewee described himself as a funny storyteller. Each of these has their 

own style but the main goal is to connect with the followers through social media and 

maintain the followers’ interest in the SMI. Nisbet and Kotcher (2009) described that an 

opinion leader does not only get attention from its followers, but the also has the power 

to give silent suggestions how the followers should think and how they should act. In fact, 

one interviewee felt that she must be smart when she is influencing on purpose so that her 

audience does not necessarily realize that she is trying to influence. Nevertheless, this is 

applicable only when she is talking about, for instance, environmental matters. When the 

posted content is a commercial collaboration, it is obvious that the purpose is to influence 

and do marketing about the product that is endorsed by se SMI. 

The two-step flow theory is very accurate in considering the influencing as a profession 

and in many cases; the SMI is an entrepreneur who puts a lot of time and effort in 

influencing and reaching the audience. Businesses have recognized that SMIs know how 

to influence towards their followers and they believe that an SMI can bring the organic 

and genuine human element to a brand according to Zeman (2018). One interviewee 

discussed how the brands choose suitable SMI based on how well the SMI represents the 

brand itself.  As stated, a mass message goes in two steps according to Katz and 

Lazarsfeld (1955) and Germin8 (2014). Firstly, from the organization to the influencer 

and then from the influencer to the right audience. On the other side, based on our 

findings, the SMIs are strict that the organization with whom the SMI collaborates has 

similar values, as they do not want to harm their own brand either.  
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Our findings show the SMIs analyze their followers based on the analytics that the social 

media platforms provide. This affects strongly on the strategies they use in aim to reach 

high engagement. There are trends that can change over time, which is attractive to the 

audiences. Each SMI at least recognized that perfect looking content is now a trend. Also, 

the interviewees identified that the trends may change over time (from very sleek looking 

content to rather original and unfinished). Each SMI follows their data analytics in aim 

to find out what content is most effective; this affects the strategy for instance in time 

when an influencer publishes content. All interviewees considered it important to keep 

the content consistent, also Zhang et.al. (2017) described that the content should remain 

consistent in order to be able to send a stronger message. In addition, by keeping the 

content consistent, the engagement is higher, and the posts get more shares and likes, 

according to Zhang et.al (2017). For instance, one interviewee mentioned that when she 

changed the content of her channel (due to changes in her personal life), the number of 

followers slightly decreased.  

All our interviewees recognized, that the content needs to be carefully planned and 

designed which Zhang et. al. (2017) agrees to. Also, some of the interviewees were using 

digital content planning, which supports in planning the content beforehand color-wise, 

content-wise and helps them to keep the content authentic to their personality. 

Considering psychological factors, such as, planning what is the most attractive, and 

effective way to reach the audience, was important to the interviewees.  

There were no characteristics that every SMI mentioned in all interviews. However, some 

characteristics were mentioned by several SMIs, which could show a certain pattern that 

defines common characteristics that support in becoming a successful SMI. The 

characteristics that were most often (at least by 4 SMIs) mentioned by the SMIs were 

being accessible, authentic & honest, and social. Also, three of them mentioned that they 

enjoy being in the spotlight. In fact, these characteristics describe a charismatic person. It 

is well known that successful leaders are often characterized as charismatic, which 

resembles the theory from Fredberg et. al., (2011) that opinion leaders have the same 

characteristics that successful business leaders. Personality, the theory says that leaders 

are good in influencing. The theory by Fredberg et. al. (2011) also describes that the 
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following characteristics make a good leader, smart, ambitious, productive, poised, 

power-oriented, candid and dependable. 

Finally, the research gave us the insight to multiple things that we could not think about 

before hand or about topics what we were not seeking on purpose. In the beginning, we 

had a intimation that the road to become a successful SMI certainly is not straightforward 

thing to do. One of the most remarkable findings the study gave us is that when SMI 

reaches the sufficient limit of followers in order to turn social media influencing into a 

business, they face the conflict of being authentic and making good business decisions. 

Some of the interviewees told that they when they share collaborative posts, they pay 

extra attention to the campaign and design in aim to reach the correct audience for the 

campaign. Then again, when SMIs face a matter or incident or a topic they really want to 

discuss and share with their followers, they make the post as authentic as possible. 

Thereby the aim is to keep the balance between the commercial collaborations and being 

authentic and eventually it is up to the SMI and its followers to find the balance.  

What comes to the struggles SMI faces when starting the business is probably the same 

every upcoming entrepreneur face. You could say that becoming successful SMI does not 

differ that much from the struggle’s companies or entrepreneurs face when they are 

building their businesses. For instance, SMI needs to to build its brand like company 

needs to build the brand for publicity and publicity, on the other hand, enhances the 

awareness of the pursued audience. Pricing is something everyone must consider when 

doing business – when the pricing is high enough to meet the wished contribution but not 

too high, so that it does not scare the clients. Becoming a professional SMI is more and 

more popular and thereby the competition on the business field is getting harder and 

harder and the branding and pricing mentioned before becoming more and more 

important.  

5.2  Limitations and further research 

There are some limitations, that we identified throughout the research process that have 

to be considered especially what comes to conducting future research opportunities. In 

this section, we first present the limitations regarding our thesis and then we will present 
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suggestions for further research. This research is conducted by interviewing Finnish 

SMIs, which means that cultural considerations need to be taken into account. One 

challenge we faced in our study was to reach out and get in contact with the influencers 

due to the lack of their interest or busy schedules. Now, social media influencing and 

collaborating with SMIs is a hot topic in the business world and the popular SMIs who 

we also wanted to study get already many paid collaboration offers. Thereby the fact that 

were not able to pay or offer any rewards to the influencers we contacted, may have had 

impact on our low reach. 

Since there is no existing research that examines how to become a SMI, different 

methodologies could be exploited. Starting from the philosophy and approach the topic 

from a more realistic approach and conducting a qualitative research. Of course, this 

requires studies that would build new theoretical frameworks that could be tested. In order 

to do so, further research it is necessary to conduct, especially on topics that are more 

specific. One of the different findings we made in our data could be used for this. In 

addition, we would suggest for further research to dig more deeply in each main finding, 

which we presented in chapter 4, that we discovered during the research. The research 

provided is also findings that we were not looking for originally, but still we found it 

important to mention in the findings section. Few suggestions for the topics of further 

research could be, for instance, online bullying, influencing strategies on SNS, social 

media platform algorithms and their impact on social media influencing and how socio-

economic factors impact on SMI. Also, since usually SMIs are entrepreneurs, the business 

side of being a SMI could be studied more and especially what business opportunities 

there are for SMIs and which opportunities could be discovered within the area.  
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6. Conclusion 

______________________________________________________________________ 

In this section, we summarize our main insights from our study and demonstrate how we 

answer our research questions to fulfill the purpose of the whole study. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

The purpose of this study is to understand the role of SMIs and their journey to success. 

To clarify the purpose, we introduced two research questions, which we want to answer 

in this study. Our first research question focused more on the role of a SMI and how to 

become a successful SMI. We identified that a SMI is a modern opinion leader and SMIs 

act as the mediate who decode mass messages to their audiences. A SMI is also a modern 

opinion leader because they lead their own online community where followers can 

identify themselves with the SMI. We found out that successful SMIs have found their 

own way of creating content online and followers get interested in SMIs who are able to 

be themselves and authentic online. Content creation strategies and remaining consistent 

in content creation support in creating loyal relationships between SMIs and their 

followers. 

The second research question concentrates on finding resemblances in the success stories 

of professional influencers. There are certain characteristics that came up repeatedly by 

the sample group. These were being accessible, authentic, honest and social, which define 

a charismatic person. This can be connected with the definition of an opinion leader who 

has similar characteristics. One resemblance between the stories among our interviewees 

was that most of our interviewees had become SMIs because of long-term work on social 

media rather than having viral posts. Based on the findings of this research it seems that 

age or gender does not have an impact on becoming successful social media influencer 

but the sampling we have was quite limited so in order to get more reliable results, the 

sampling should be broader by age and have around the same amount of female and male 

interviewees.  

Furthermore, we found out that being a professional SMI is not an easy journey. SMIs 

have to deal with different challenges within this career. Online discussion forums are 
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perfect platforms for anonymous bullying and sharing personal stories is not as easy as it 

sounds. Also, acting in a public role does require nerves and tolerance for being identified 

in public places and criticized constantly by the audience. Anyone can decide to become 

a SMI and create their own social media account is easy. All the time new SMI rise in 

public but the challenge is to be able to systematically grow the size of the online 

community and maintain the interest of the current followers.  

To conclude, we wish to express that we experience that our research provides sufficient 

and comprehensive insights into our purpose and research questions. We believe that this 

study provides a good foundation for future researchers to exploring an interesting and 

emergent topic in digital media research. 
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Appendix 1: Interview frame 

1) Introduction + about us 

a) Thesis topic, purpose, research questions etc. 

b) Information about the interview process and about research ethics 

c) Consent of interviewee  

2) Tell us about yourself 

a) Background (childhood, education, parents background, how would the 

interviewee describe its childhood) 

b) Influencers situation now 

3) Social media: If we can get them to tell the story of where they are today, factors that 

can help us understand 

a) When did you start to use social media? 

b) Can you tell us how you started? How would you describe your journey on social 

media?  

c) When did social media become more professional? Was is planned or did it 

happen by coincidence (eg. viral video or post)? Were there events that happened 

of boosted your career?  

i) Where there something that happened that helped you to move on in your 

journey? 

ii) Tell your story from the beginning to today. Can you identify factors that 

helped your success? 

iii) When did you start to gain bigger following? 

iv) What was it that triggered that? Try to identify the point where things started 

to fly. 

d) How would you describe your strategy on social media (by strategy it is meant 

any plan you make before you post - how often you post, what you post, 

collaborations etc.)? Have you changed your strategy over the time? (be specific 

and elements of the strategy). 
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e) Do you recognize any specific time, post, or collaboration that increased the 

amount of your followers? Is possible, tell about all of the situations and put them 

into a timeline.  

f) Do you recognize any specific time, post, or collaboration that decreased the 

amount of your followers? Is possible, tell about all of the situations and put them 

into a timeline.  

4) Topics in social media (travelling, fashion, cooking, family etc.) 

a) Tell about the topics you discuss on social media? Would say that one topic helped 

you to succeed as an influencer better than another? How do you choose the topics 

you want to discuss?  

b) Have the topics changed over time (big change i.e. only cosmetics and suddenly 

talk about clothes)? How have the followers reacted to the change/changes if there 

was one/several?  

5) Relations with followers 

a) Tell about the responses you get from your followers? Would you say that you 

have loyal followers, or would you rather say that your followers change or have 

changed over the time? If you think they have changed, why would you say so? 

If you have loyal followers, why do you think they have stayed loyal? 

b) Do you change the way you discuss and what topics you discuss based on the 

feedback from the followers? How much power does the feedback have over the 

influencer? Is it different if it’s negative or positive? 

c) Tell us about the relation how active you are with the followers?  

d) How much do you interact with your followers? 

6) Influencer’s personality 

a) How would you describe yourself as an influencer? What kind of personality are 

you and how does that show on your social media channel? What kind of 

adjectives they describe themselves? 

b) Why do you think you are popular? Why your followers are interested in the 

content you publish on your social media platforms?  

c) Would you say your personality has helped you to succeed on social media? Why 

and what characteristics? 
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d) Would you say your personality has made it difficult for you to succeed on social 

media? Why and what characteristics? 

e) What skills do you have that have helped you to succeed on social media? 

7) Influencer as an opinion leader 

a) Would you say that your content and your opinions have an impact on how your 

followers think about the matters/themes you discuss on social media? 

b) Have the content and opinions of other social media influencers affected your 

opinions and doings in social media? 

c) Do you have the social responsibility to distribute messages, discuss topics and 

be in the role of an opinion leader? The responsibility to try to make a change?  

d) Is it important for the success to communicate ethics, moral responsibility, social 

factors etc.?  
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Appendix 2: Table - SMIs Motivation 

Theme Interviewee Empirical data 

Motivation to 

start in the 

beginning 

I1 Started at the age of 15. Got inspiration from other bloggers 

that I1 liked to follow. I1 felt that blogs she liked to follow 

were superficial and she wanted to bring more straight 

forward style in the scene. It was also for herself a way to 

process feelings. 

I2 I2 was into writing and wanted to share feelings and doings 

with other people. Used blog as a way to sort out her own 

thoughts and feelings and explained her thoughts to the 

followers. 

I3 Got motivation to start from outside when other SMI’s 

convinced him on a road trip to photograph outdoor pictures. 

Suddenly his Instagram account got popular and he was 

inspired to do more. 

I4 Was inspired by her friend who started blogging before her. 

She was about to move abroad and thought people might be 

interested to read about it. 

I5 First, started her blog at the age of 15 and had it for few years. 

After graduating from high school, I5 was inspired by 

Swedish Youtube influencers and started to make her own 

videos. She felt that talking to the camera was more natural 

for her than writing a blog. 

I6 I6 one of the first bloggers in Finland. She liked writing and 

wanted to share her feelings and life with others. 

Role on social 

media 

I1 I1 had clear ideology about her purpose on social media and 

she wanted to share her life and be supportive to her 

followers. Liked to take a role of big sister and had real 

conversations with her followers. 

I3 Considers that his duty on social media is to be the funny 

outdoor photographer. Likes to entertain people but also tries 

to be supportive for those who reach out for guidance in 

photographing. 

Inspiration 

from other 

influencers 

I1 I1 got inspiration for her own blog from other bloggers 

I2 I2 got inspiration for her own blog from other bloggers 

I3 I3 follows other outdoor photographers on Instagram and he 

take inspiration from their pictures and tries to make it better. 

He encourages also the new influencers to take inspiration 

from other and then turn it into their own thing. 

I4 I4 got inspiration for her own blog from other bloggers 
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I5 I5 got inspiration for Youtube videos from Swedish Youtube 

influencers. Even today she finds inspiration from 

international SMI’s in order to be one step ahead in Finland. 

Own vision 

why became 

successful 

I3 Had two viral posts. One recognition from Instagram when 

he was awarded as photographer of the week. Another time 

his photograph got recognized and reshared by Instagram’s 

most popular outdoor photograph accounts. He also 

considers that his personality is visible to the followers and 

he likes to meet the followers in person as well. Believes that 

he is successful because is very social by nature and does not 

have any prejudice towards other people 

I4 I4 has active lifestyle and is inspirational person. Sports 

career in cheerleading and National team of Finland got her 

publicity and more followers. 

I5 Youtube helped I5 to bring forward her personality and 

better engagement with her followers. She thinks that 

through her Youtube videos people can relate to her better 

since they see her authentically. I5 balances her content 

between more serious personal and emotional content and 

rather inspirational and funny content. 

I6 According to I6 her social media became popular because of 

her daily effort she put into her blog and Instagram without 

any expectations. She also gained because she was one of the 

early birds bloggers in Finland and inspiration to many future 

bloggers. I6 believes that her followers are interested in 

following her because she is  her own persona and tries not 

to be on social media some who she is not. 
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Appendix 3: Table - Adjectives describing SMIs personality 

Theme I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 

Accessible x x   x x 

Authentic & honest x x    xx 

Cheerful & positive x    x  

Enjoys attention  x  x  x 

Entertaining & funny   x  x  

Family focused x      

Kind & supportive x  x  x  

Perfectionist    x   

Role model x  x  x  

Self irony x    x  

Social   x x x x 

Sporty x   x  x 

Strong opinions  x  x   
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Appendix 4: Table - Publishing strategy 

Theme Interviewee Empirical data 

Content strategy I1 Wants to publish content that would please 

herself in her own Instagram feed as well. 

Keeping the content very authentic and 

elaborates that content which discuss very 

personal things are the most successful posts. 

No revealing (sensual) content anymore. 

I2 Wants the content to look attractive and 

appealing and it should be very accurate and 

well modified. Wants everyone to see her as 

she is, not too much editing. Considers that 

posts that handle personal topics, travel 

content and where she is in the picture herself 

as most effective. 

I3 Considers that an Instagram picture should not 

have too much going on and usually simple 

pictures work better on Instagram. The quality 

of pictures is the key for success. 

I4 Images, which are more revealing (sensual), 

are more effective. 

I5 Wants to show her own personality and does 

not want to curse or use alcohol in public (or 

social media). Content and images where she 

is herself in the photo or travelling content are 

most effective In case the post does not get the 

normal reach within the first hours, the 

hashtags are changed or an Instagram story 

about the post is made. Considers Youtube 

headers, colors and fonts of and where the text 

of her face is located. No revealing (sensual) 

content. 

I6 Puts daily effort in her blog and posts content 

to Instagram. Individual and authentic style 

and active participation to different events and 

posting about them is effective. 

Social media trends I1 Recognizes the trend of having very sleek 

content. Does not follow trends. Now 

recognizes that very authentic content is a 

trend again. 

I2 Recognizes the trend of perfect looking 

(sleek) content. 
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I3 Has very sleek and consistent content because 

he wants to publish good quality images. 

I5 Seeks for balance with the trend of having 

perfect looking content and being authentic. 

Does follow trends partly. 

Consistency I1 Wants to keep the content consistent. Wants 

to publish content that is in line with her main 

motivation (being authentic). 

I3 Obtains good quality throughout the feed. 

Plans the feed with a mobile application to 

keep the content consistent. 

I4 Publishing something that differs from the 

ordinary content leads to better engagement. 

Needed to change content (on blog) due to 

changes in personal life. 

Content publishing based on 

data analytics 

I1 Plans beforehand what target group she wants 

to reach and how to grow the target segment 

and hanges her strategy by considering which 

target group she wants ro reach. 

I3 Analyzes (based on data analytics) what 

content is most attractive to followers. 

I4 Plans constantly what and when content 

should be published to attract the followers in 

the most effective way based on analytics. 

I5 Analyses how her posts succeed. Has certain 

times, when content reaches the highest clicks 

and views. 

I6 Based on data, has best publishing times and 

knows how and when to get high engagement 

within followers and the post to get large 

dissemination. 

Writing style I1 Writes in a very straightforward and self-

ironic way. 

I2 Wants to bring her personality up and does not 

consider as much at what her followers want 

to read. 

I5 Brings her own touch in written content by 

having spelling mistakes and considers these 

as more or a self-ironic joke, due to not being 

a native Finnish person (finlandssvensk). 
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Appendix 5: Table - Social media influencing as a profession 

Theme Interviewee Empirical data 

Commercial collaborations I1 At first, the reward of commercial 

collaborations were product gifts. I1 accepts 

only collaborations that she would support 

herself also without the SMI role. I1 denies 

collaborations that are unethical and also the 

ones that she would not buy or consume 

personally either. In the beginning, it was 

difficult to recognize good organizations with 

which it is smart to collaborate. Doing 

commercial collaborations took time from 

posting content she wanted to post. Also, since 

the aim of the whole blogging was to be very 

honest and authentic in the beginning, the 

collaborations did not go in line with this 

mentality. 

I2 Decides on commercial collaborations by the 

fact if she would consume the product 

privately. Decides on the collaborations based 

the product (not by selecting certain brands). 

Wants to support her followers to make smart 

decisions. Admits that the first collaborations 

she made did not consider any ethical 

considerations. Sometimes when having 

sponsor agreements, she is not able to decide on 

with whom she collaborates commercially. 

I4 Decides on collaborations of how they fit to her 

brand. She accepts collaborations regarding 

sports such as sports clothing, new sports, sport 

events, supplements etc. but also fashion 

products, music events or restaurants. Ethical 

considerations are a hot topic at the moment on 

SMI scene. Declines collaboration requests in 

which she does not benefit financially or would 

not use the product in real life either. 

I5 Six months ago she had for the first time a 

situation in which she was able to choose from 

the collaborations she got offered which she 

wanted to do and which not (financially stable). 

Companies appreciate influencers who take 

quality pictures for the collaboration campaigns 
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and bring their in ideas and twists which make 

it even more personal and attractive 

Assets that guarantee high 

quality 

I1 Comes from a wealthy family. Discussed that 

since she had luck with a great family and 

friends, she wanted to do something good with 

all the good things that had happened to her. 

I3 He is a professional photographer and has the 

tools to plan and edit the content to be able to 

publish high quality content. 

I4 She was already publishing high quality 

content to the first popular social media 

network in Finland (Irc-Galleria) and she had a 

professional camera before starting blogging 

and before Instagram was invented. 

I5 Comes from a family with higher income than 

average. She has been supported by her family 

(photography and video equipment). 

Business opportunities / 

leveraging operations 

I1 Creating a peer support group for followers, 

where users can talk about personal topics and 

share experiences. Lonely young girls can find 

friends. 

I3 Photography workshops for followers 

interested in photography. 

I5 Selling presets and using self-made presets in 

aim to gain more engagement and visibility. 
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Appendix 6: Table - Challenges in social media influencing 

Theme Interviewee Empirical data 

Platform algorithm I1 Considers as a challenge, when not being active 

on Instagram, the visibility is not as good than 

in normal circumstances and not as many 

followers will find her profile. This can be seen 

in a slower growth of followers. 

I4 The new algorithm of Instagram makes it more 

difficult for the influencers to grow since it 

favors those who has most engaged followers 

which means that the more the users has 

followers who like their posts during the first 

hours, the more visibility will the post get in the 

feed of other followers. 

I5 She especially elaborates on the fact that she 

has a lot of younger followers who tend to 

comment very easily things as “first comment” 

or random emojis, which affects in the 

engagement rate of the follower. 

I6 She also mentions Instagram’s algorithm 

and how social media influencer need to 

find ways to fight against it. 

Bullying in online discussion 

forums 

I1 Her followers knew that she takes it very 

personally when her family and friends are 

evaluated and some of the bullies hit the golden 

vein by talking horrible things about the family 

of I1. 

I2 Mentioned that her followers act more like 

adults and they do not bully as much as they 

used to. 

I4 I4 on the other hand, needed to close the 

comment section of her blog, as most of the 

comments were negative. Mentioned Jodel is a 

social media platform in which people can talk 

anonymously and she has found very negative 

things about herself on Jodel. 

I5 The very first Youtube video I5 did was in 

English because she thought that she would like 

to reach larger international audience but she 

realized that her english was not fluent. The 

followers bullied her for trying to be 

international. 
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Not having any knowledge 

in being an entrepreneur 

I1 I1 mentioned the fact of accepting 

collaborations that she would decline these 

days 

I2 I2 faced some challenges in the beginning as 

well to decide what collaborations were the 

smartest ones and she also mentioned the fact 

that if she would have known how that she 

would have been able to influence more in the 

contracts, she would have done that. 

I5 I5 found it difficult in the beginning to know 

how to own a business. Especially things, such 

as how much salary is appropriate and how to 

do a research behind the brand to make sure that 

it is reliable, and if the values of the 

collaboration brand is in line with your own 

values 

Keeping content authentic I1 I1 also mentioned that had to post content about 

collaborations and she did not have enough 

time to publish as many blog posts about topics 

that she would have wanted to talk about. 

Publicity I1 I1 was recognized in public places where she 

did not have her greatest moments, followers 

started to discuss these on discussion forums. 

Writing about personal weak moments felt very 

difficult since it, I1 felt backfired in the areas of 

life which she values high in personally. 
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Appendix 7: Table - Communication and relationship to the followers 

Theme Interviewee Empirical data 

Relationship I1 I1 recognizes that some of her followers are still the same that 

were following her blog already. Has deep conversations the 

followers in the comment section of her blog. In Instagram 

DM (direct message) conversations with followers. Gives 

advice, opinions and helps the followers with their personal 

lives. 

I2 I2 wants others to see herself more as an online friend and as 

a person who is easily approachable, than a perfect SMI. I2 

aims to reply to all contact requests, except the ones that are 

not appropriate. Most contact requests come through 

Instagram DM. The audience has changed over time, 

especially when the language of the blog became english, it 

reached more international audiences as well. 

I3 I3 told that he often communicates with his followers and 

usually comments back to everyone who leaves a comment 

that makes sense to reply. I3 gets more comments on 

Instagram stories than pictures. Likes to meet the followers 

also in real life. 

I4 I4 felt that she has always been target for hate talk, which has 

led to the point where she is not so interested in 

communicating with the followers. Get frequently dating 

requests from males, which she does not reply. Especially 

when females contact her about studying, beauty products, 

diet, fashion or training she tries to reply. 

I5 Get many comments on Youtube and Instagram but does 

not have time to reply all of them. In Instagram I5 gets more 

DM conversation requests, especially on her private account 

and she tries to reply to questions or meaningful comments. 

Making Youtube videos helped I5 to bring her true 

personality forward and let people see her character behind 

beautiful pictures. 

Publicity I1 Feels anxiety when she is recognized publicly, especially, if 

she is having weak moment. She told about an incident in 

which people recognized when she had been crying outside a 

bar. She felt that she was forced to tell about the incident on 

her blog because she did not wanted to be in a situation in 

which people were gossiping about the incident and then she 

was explaining her actions. Instead, she told about the 

incident right after on her blog. 
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I5 I5 does know that she is quite often recognized on the streets 

but the ones who approach her are often about the same age 

as she is. 

 I1 Shared very thoroughly her personal life in her own opinion 

but still followers wanted to have dirty details, which made 

her feel anxiety. If the followers did not get the information 

from her, they started to spreads rumors. 

I5 Does not like to go out together with her boyfriend because 

he does not to be in public. This makes her feel 

uncomfortable if she is out with her boyfriend and people 

recognize her. 

Fluctuation in 

the number of 

followers 

I1  In the beginning followers seemed to find her blog easily. 

Then the number of followers have increased evenly. 

I2 I2 mentioned that it is difficult to know at which point the 

blogging or Instagram follower numbers rose significantly. 

She noticed that winning a beauty contest had huge effect and 

increased her number of followers. 

I3 I3 had two viral picture on Instagram that gave him lot of 

publicity and new followers found him. One time his number 

on follower doubled from 30k to 60k within a week. 

I4 In the beginning, some of her followers followed her from 

IRC-Galleria to her blog. Then again, she gained followers in 

her Instagram because of her sports career. The number of 

followers has increased quite evenly even though she does 

recall small fluctuation when the theme is her social media 

platform has changes.   

I5 She thinks that in the beginning she got attention because she 

had a completely different style to do videos than anyone else 

in Finland. She describes her style cinematic, she invests a lot 

in her camera equipment, she edits very carefully, and she has 

her own style in it. I5 underlines that not all her videos are 

made with these specs but that is her style and what she is 

known for. I5 has gained followers when people started to tag 

her in their Instagram pictures or stories when they liked her 

photo, Youtube video or used her presets.  

Negative 

feedback from 

followers 

I1 I1 has faced negative commenting and gossiping, especially 

when she was sharing more about her private life. When she 

started to limit the information and the change from blog to 

Instagram controlled the negative, commenting.She does not 

reply to inappropriate comments. I1 created a backup trick to 

minimize negative followers by writing with a very self-

ironic style and saying all negative things in an ironic way 
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before any negative follower could bring the things up 

themselves. 

I2 Over time, the comments and messages from followers are 

more mature and for instance bullying is not as common as it 

used to be. Does not delete or ignore negative comments 

because she also wants to take negative feedback. However, 

I2 does not reply to negative commenting. 

I3 I3 does not reply to inappropriate commenting. 

I4 I4 got many comments on her blog but most of it was 

negative. She has always been target for hate talk which has 

led to the point where she has not been so interested in to 

communicate with the followers. I4 has more male followers 

and often the direct message contacts are inappropriate or 

requests for dates, which she does not reply. She tries not to 

take the negative commenting personally but finds it hard 

since the purpose is the bring up herself. 

I5 Told that in general travelling influencers are criticized now 

because the carbon footprint travelling and flying causes. She 

does not reply to inappropriate commenting. 

Role of an 

opinion leader 

I1 Does not necessarily use her power as opinion leader but 

recognizes her power for influence and for that reason does 

not take collaborations that are not ethically in line with her 

brand. 

I2 Feels like she is responsible for the content that she shares 

and thereby is careful about the collaborations’ ethical 

perspective. She also felt that also followers are responsible 

to use their own consideration before making purchase. 

I3 I3 does not recall that he had directly used social media for 

opinion influencing. Still he tries to be supportive to beginner 

in photographing and give advice. He recognizes that he has 

the power of a big authority and thereby his tries to use is 

wisely. I3 realises that he might have more power in 

influence opinions but is afraid how that might influence his 

brand. 

I4 I4 would like to use her social media channel to opinion 

influencing but the negative commenting she got on her 

blogging left her uncertain that she is afraid to take the risk 

that followers attacks on her again.  

I5 I5 does realise that she has the power to influence and she 

knows that the collaboration she has done, did generate 

significant amount of additional revenue to the company.  

 


